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Executive Summary 

The Executive Summary highlights key points from the report only; for complete information and findings the 

reader should examine the complete report.  

The Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) retained WSP Canada Inc. (WSP) to undertake the Detail Design 

and Class Environmental Assessment for the widening of Highway 7 from approximately 900 m west of Angeline 

Street to approximately 750 m east of Highway 35, in the City of Kawartha Lakes (“Project”). To facilitate this 

project, Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) was retained by WSP to undertake a Stage 1 and 2 archaeological 

assessment for a 0.031 ha parcel (310 m²) at the southeast corner of the Highway 7 and Angeline Street South 

(“project area”). The project area is located within part of Lot 15, Concession 5, in the Geographic Township of 

Ops, former County of Victoria, now in the City of Kawartha Lakes. The project is being assessed in accordance 

with the MTO Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000) as a Group B 

undertaking. 

Background research determined the project area to have archaeological potential for both pre-contact and post-

contact archaeological resources based on the presence or proximity of soil types conducive to human habitation, 

historical features, and previously identified archaeological site.  

A negative indicator of archaeological potential is extensive below-grade land disturbance. Disturbance 

associated with a gravel driveway was encountered. The remainder of the project area was subjected to a test pit 

survey at 5 m intervals. No archaeological resources were identified within the project area. 

Given the Stage 2 assessment did not identify any archaeological resources, Golder recommends:  

1) No further archaeological assessment of the project area.  

The Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism, and Culture Industries (MHSTCI) is asked to review the results and 

recommendations presented herein and accept this report into the Provincial Register of archaeological reports. 

The MHSTCI is also asked to provide a letter concurring with the results presented herein.  
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Study Limitations 

Golder has prepared this report in a manner consistent with that level of care and skill ordinarily exercised by 

members of the archaeological profession currently practicing under similar conditions in the jurisdiction in which 

the services are provided, subject to the time limits and physical constraints applicable to this report. No other 

warranty expressed or implied is made. 

This report has been prepared for the specific site, design objective, developments, and purpose described to 

Golder by WSP Canada Inc. (the Client). The factual data, interpretations, and recommendations pertain to a 

specific project as described in this report and are not applicable to any other project or site location. 

The information, recommendations, and opinions expressed in this report are for the sole benefit of the Client and 

MTO. No other party may use or rely on this report or any portion thereof without Golder’s express written 

consent. If the report was prepared to be included for a specific permit application process, then upon the 

reasonable request of the Client, Golder may authorize in writing the use of this report by the regulatory agency 

as an Approved User for the specific and identified purpose of the applicable permit review process. Any other 

use of this report by others is prohibited and is without responsibility to Golder. The report, all plans, data, 

drawings, and other documents as well as electronic media prepared by Golder are considered its professional 

work product and shall remain the copyright property of Golder, who authorizes only the Client and Approved 

Users to make copies of the report, but only in such quantities as are reasonably necessary for the use of the 

report by those parties. The Client and Approved Users may not give, lend, sell, or otherwise make available the 

report or any portion thereof to any other party without the express written permission of Golder. The Client 

acknowledges that electronic media is susceptible to unauthorized modification, deterioration, and incompatibility 

and therefore the Client cannot rely upon the electronic media versions of Golder’s report or other work products. 

Unless otherwise stated, the suggestions, recommendations, and opinions given in this report are intended only 

for the guidance of the Client in the design of the specific project. 

Special risks occur whenever archaeological investigations are applied to identify subsurface conditions and even 

a comprehensive investigation, sampling and testing program may fail to detect all or certain archaeological 

resources. The sampling strategies incorporated in this study, if any, comply with those identified in the Ministry of 

Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Cultural Industries 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists. 
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1.0 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 Development Context 

The Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) retained WSP Canada Inc. (WSP) to undertake the Detail Design 

and Class Environmental Assessment for the widening of Highway 7 from approximately 900 m west of Angeline 

Street to approximately 750 m east of Highway 35, in the City of Kawartha Lakes (“Project”). To facilitate this 

project, Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) was retained by WSP to undertake a Stage 1 and 2 archaeological 

assessment for a 0.031 ha parcel (310 m²) at the southeast corner of the Highway 7 and Angeline Street South 

(“project area”). The project area is located within part of Lot 15, Concession 5, in the Geographic Township of 

Ops, former County of Victoria, now in the City of Kawartha Lakes Map 1. The project is being assessed in 

accordance with the MTO Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000) as a 

Group B undertaking. 

The Stage 1 and 2 archaeological assessment was conducted under professional archaeological consultant 

licensee issued to Ragavan Nithiyanantham (P390). Permission to access the project area to conduct all required 

archaeological fieldwork activities, including the recovery of artifacts was granted to Golder by WSP. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of a Stage 1 and 2 archaeological assessment, as outlined by the 2011 Standards and Guidelines 

for Consultant Archaeologists published by the Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture Industries 

(MHSTCI) (2011), are as follows: 

 to provide information about the project area’s geography, history, previous archaeological fieldwork and 

current land condition 

 to evaluate in detail the project area’s archaeological potential, which will support recommendations for 

Stage 2 survey for all or parts of the project area 

 to document archaeological resources on the project area 

 to determine whether the property contains archaeological resources requiring further assessment 

 to recommend appropriate Stage 3 assessment strategies for archaeological sites identified 

1.3 Historical Context 

To establish the historical context of the project area, a review of the geological history as well as the pre-contact 

Indigenous and historical Euro-Canadian settlement history was undertaken. This information is presented below 

in chronological order and is primarily based on data collected by academic and consulting archaeologists. In 

addition, Traditional knowledge provided by engaged communities have been summarized and incorporated into 

the relevant sections below. The exact sources provided by and written by the engaged communities have been 

included as supporting documentation in Appendix A.  

The intent of the following sections is to provide the information as available at the time of report production. 

1.3.1 Traditional Knowledge 

Golder acknowledges the value of traditional knowledge and oral history and how it contributes to the 

consideration of archaeological potential and understanding of culture history. Traditional knowledge can fill in 

knowledge gaps in Western systems and has valuable contributions to archaeology as a science.  
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The term “traditional” recognizes the long history that Indigenous peoples have with the land and differentiates its 

use from that of non-Indigenous users. This term is not meant to imply that Indigenous use of lands and resources 

only occurred in the past, rather the inclusion of traditional knowledge in reporting by Indigenous peoples aims to 

gain a further understanding of the importance of the land to them. 

It is recognized that the relationship between Indigenous communities and their lands is a symbiotic one and the 

health of the community is tied to the health of the land. As such, what happens to lands in relation to use, 

development, ecosystems, and sustainability is of fundamental importance to the communities.  

Golder acknowledges that oral histories provided by one Indigenous community may not necessarily reflect the 

views of another Indigenous community.  

A history of Michi Saagiig prepared by Gidigaa Migizi, a respected Elder and Knowledge Keeper of the Michi 

Saagiig Nation is provided in APPENDIX A. 

1.3.2 Pre-Contact Indigenous Period 

The general culture and tool tradition history of the Indigenous pre-contact period of southern Ontario is 

summarised in Table 1 and is based largely on Ellis and Ferris (1990). 

Table 1: Overview of Pre-Contact Cultural Chronology of Southern Ontario 

Period Time Period Characteristics 

Paleo 

 
Early 

10,950 – 10,350 BP Gainey, Barnes and Crowfield traditions; 

small bands; mobile hunters and gatherers; 

utilization of seasonal resources and large 

territories; fluted projectiles 

Late 

10,350 – 9,950 BP Holcombe, Hi-Lo and Lanceolate biface 

traditions; continuing mobility; campsite/way-

station sites; smaller territories are utilized; 

non-fluted projectiles 

Archaic 

 

Early 

9,950 – 7,950 BP Side-notched, Corner-notched (Nettling, 

Thebes) and Bifurcate Base traditions; 

growing diversity of stone tool types; heavy 

woodworking tools appear (e.g., ground stone 

axes and chisels) 

Middle 

7,950 – 4,450 BP  Stemmed (Kirk, Stanly/Neville), Brewerton 

side- and corner-notched traditions; reliance 

on local resources; populations increasing; 

more ritual activities; fully ground and 

polished tools; net-sinkers common; earliest 

copper tools 

Late 

4,450 – 2,900 BP Narrow Point (Lamoka), Broad Point 

(Genesee) and Small Point (Crawford Knoll) 

traditions; less mobility; use of fish-weirs; 

formal cemeteries appear; stone pipes 
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Period Time Period Characteristics 

emerge; long-distance trade (marine shells 

and galena) 

Woodland 

 
Early 

2,900 – 2,350 BP Meadowood tradition; cord-roughened 

ceramics emerge; Meadowood cache blades 

and side-notched points; bands of up to 35 

people 

Middle 

2,350 – 1,400 BP Saugeen tradition; stamped ceramics appear; 

Saugeen projectile points; cobble spall 

scrapers; Seasonal settlements and resource 

utilization; post holes, hearths, middens, 

cemeteries and rectangular structures 

identified 

Transitional 

1,400 – 1,050 BP Princess Point tradition; cord roughening, 

impressed lines, and punctate designs on 

pottery; adoption of maize horticulture at the 

western end of Lake Ontario; oval houses 

and ‘incipient’ longhouses; first palisades; 

villages with up to 75 people 

Late 

1,050 – 650 BP Early – Glen Meyer tradition; settled village-

life based on agriculture; small villages (0.4 

ha) with 75–200 people and 4–5 longhouses; 

semi-permanent settlements 

650 – 550 BP Middle – Uren and Middleport traditions; 

classic longhouses emerge; larger villages 

(1.2 ha) with up to 600 people; more 

permanent settlements (30 years) 

550 – 350 BP Late – Larger villages (1.7 ha); examples up 

to 5 ha with 2,500 people; extensive 

croplands; hamlets, cabins, camps and 

cemeteries; potential tribal units; fur trade 

begins ca. 1580; European trade goods 

appear 

 

1.3.2.1 Paleo Period  

Occupation of south-central Ontario became possible just after the end of the Wisconsin Glacial Period. Although 

there were a complex series of ice retreats and advances which played a large role in shaping the local 

topography, south-central Ontario was finally ice free by 12,500 years ago.  
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The first human settlement can be traced back 11,000 years, when this area was settled by Indigenous groups 

that had been living south of the Great Lakes. The period of these early Indigenous inhabitants is known as the 

Paleo Period (Ellis and Deller 1990). The Paleo period marks the beginning of human settlement in southern 

Ontario. It is characterized by small bands of nomadic hunter-gatherers who largely depended on the communal 

hunting of big game such as caribou, and possible mammoth and/or mastodon. This early period of occupation is 

divided into early and late phases, which span from ca. 10,950 – 9,950 BP (Ellis and Deller 1990) and from ca. 

10,350 -9,950 BP (Jackson 2004), respectively. 

Our current understanding of settlement patterns of Early Paleo peoples suggests that small bands, consisting of 

probably no more than 25 to 35 individuals, followed a pattern of seasonal mobility extending over large territories 

(Ellis and Deller 1990). Early Paleo sites tend to be in elevated locations on well-drained loamy soils. Many of the 

known sites were located on former beach ridges associated with glacial lakes. There are a few extremely large 

Early Paleo sites, such as one located close to Parkhill, Ontario, which covered as much as six hectares. It 

appears that these sites were formed when the same general locations were occupied for short periods of time 

over the course of many years. Given their placement in locations conducive to the interception of migratory 

mammals such as caribou, it has been suggested that they may represent communal hunting camps. There are 

also smaller Early Paleo camps scattered throughout the interior of southwestern and south-central Ontario, 

usually situated adjacent to wetlands. 

The most recent research suggests that population densities were very low during the Early Paleo Period (Ellis 

and Deller 1990:54). Archaeological examples of Early Paleo sites are rare. 

The Late Paleo Period (10,350 – 9,950 BP) has been less researched and is consequently more poorly 

understood. By this time, the environment of south-central Ontario was coming to be dominated by closed 

coniferous forests with some minor deciduous elements. It seems that many of the large game species that had 

been hunted in the early part of the Paleo Period had either moved further north, or as in the case of the 

mastodons and mammoths, become extinct. 

Like the early Paleo peoples, late Paleo-peoples covered large territories as they moved about in response to 

seasonal resource fluctuations. On a province-wide basis, Late Paleo projectile points are far more common than 

Early Paleo materials, suggesting a relative increase in population. 

The end of the Late Paleo Period was heralded by numerous technological and cultural innovations that appeared 

throughout the Archaic Period. These innovations may be best explained in relation to the dynamic nature of the 

post-glacial environment and region-wide population increases. 

1.3.2.2 Archaic Period  

During the Early Archaic Period (9, 950 – 7,950 BP) (8000 – 6000 B.C.), the jack and red pine forests that 

characterized the Late Paleo environment were replaced by forests dominated by white pine with some 

associated deciduous trees (Ellis et al. 1990:68-69). One of the more notable changes in the Early Archaic Period 

is the appearance of side and corner-notched projectile points. Other significant innovations include the 

introduction of ground stone tools such as celts and axes, suggesting the beginnings of a simple woodworking 

industry. The presence of these often large and not easily portable tools suggests there may have been some 

reduction in the degree of seasonal movement, although it is still suspected that population densities were quite 

low, and band territories large. 

During the Middle Archaic Period (7,950 – 4,450 BP) (6000 – 2500 B.C.) the trend to more diverse toolkits 

continued, as the presence of netsinkers suggest that fishing was becoming an important aspect of the 

subsistence economy. It was also at this time that "bannerstones" were first manufactured. 
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Bannerstones are carefully crafted ground stone devices that served as a counterbalance for atlatls or spear 

throwers. Another characteristic of the Middle Archaic Period is an increased reliance on local, often poorer 

quality, chert resources for the manufacturing of projectile points and other stone tools. It seems that during earlier 

periods, when groups occupied large territories, it was possible for them to visit a primary outcrop of high-quality 

chert at least once during their seasonal round. However, during the Middle Archaic Period, groups inhabited 

smaller territories that often did not encompass a source of high-quality raw material. In these instances, lower 

quality materials which had been deposited by the glaciers in the local till and river gravels were utilized. 

This reduction in territory size was probably the result of gradual region-wide population growth which led to the 

infilling of the landscape. This process forced a reorganization of Indigenous subsistence practices, as more 

people had to be supported from the resources of a smaller area. During the latter part of the Middle Archaic 

Period, technological innovations such as fish weirs have been documented as well as stone tools especially 

designed for the preparation of wild plant foods. 

It is also during the latter part of the Middle Archaic Period that long-distance trade routes began to develop, 

spanning the northeastern part of the continent. In particular, native copper tools manufactured from a source 

located northwest of Lake Superior were being widely traded (Ellis et al. 1990:66). By 3500 B.C. the local 

environment had stabilized and began to reflect the more modern landscape (Ellis et al. 1990:69). 

During the Late Archaic Period (4,450 – 2,900 BP) (2500 – 950 B.C.) the trend towards decreased territory size 

and a broadening subsistence strategy continued. Late Archaic sites are far more numerous than either Early or 

Middle Archaic sites, and it seems that the local population had expanded. It is during the Late Archaic Period that 

the first true cemeteries appear. Before this time individuals were interred close to the location where they died. 

During the Late Archaic Period, if an individual died while his or her group happened to be at some distance from 

their group cemetery, the bones would be kept until they could be placed in the cemetery. Consequently, it is not 

unusual to find disarticulated skeletons, or even skeletons lacking minor elements such as fingers, toes or ribs, in 

Late Archaic burial pits. 

The appearance of cemeteries during the Late Archaic Period has been interpreted as a response to increased 

population densities and competition between local groups for access to resources. It is argued that cemeteries 

would have provided strong symbolic claims over a local territory and its resources. These cemeteries are often 

located on heights of well-drained sandy/gravel soils adjacent to major watercourses. 

This suggestion of increased territoriality is also consistent with the regionalized variation present in Late Archaic 

Period projectile point styles. It was during the Late Archaic Period that distinct local styles of projectile points 

appear. Also, it was during the Late Archaic Period that trade networks which had been established during the 

Middle Archaic Period continued to flourish. Native copper from northern Ontario and marine shell artifacts from 

as far away as the Mid-Atlantic coast are frequently encountered as grave goods at Southern Ontario sites. Other 

artifacts such as polished stone pipes and banded slate gorgets also appear on Late Archaic sites in Southern 

Ontario. One of the more unusual and interesting of the Late Archaic Period artifacts is the birdstone, which are 

small, bird-like effigies usually manufactured from green banded slate. 

1.3.2.3 Woodland Period 

The Early Woodland Period (2,900 – 2,350 BP) (950 – 400 B.C.) is distinguished from the Late Archaic Period 

primarily by the addition of ceramic technology. While the introduction of pottery provides a useful demarcation 

point for archaeologists, it may have made less difference in the lives of the Early Woodland peoples. The first 

pots were thick walled, and friable. It has been suggested that they were used in the processing of nut oils by 

boiling crushed nut fragments in water and skimming off the oil. These vessels were not easily portable, and 

individual pots likely did not have a long use life. There have also been numerous Early Woodland sites located at 
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which no pottery was found, suggesting that these poorly constructed undecorated vessels had yet to assume a 

central position in the day-to-day lives of Early Woodland peoples. 

Other than the introduction of this limited ceramic technology, the lifeways of Early Woodland peoples show a 

great deal of continuity with the preceding Late Archaic Period. For instance, birdstones continue to be 

manufactured, although the Early Woodland varieties have "pop-eyes" which protrude from the sides of their 

heads. 

Likewise, the thin, well-made projectile points which were produced during the terminal part of the Archaic Period 

continue in use. However, the Early Woodland Period variants were side-notched rather than corner-notched, 

giving them a slightly altered and distinctive appearance. 

The trade networks which were established in the Middle and Late Archaic Periods also continued to function, 

although there does not appear to have been as much trade in marine shell during the Early Woodland Period. 

During the last 200 years of the Early Woodland Period, projectile points manufactured from high quality raw 

materials from the American Midwest begin to appear on sites in southwestern Ontario. 

In terms of settlement and subsistence patterns, the Middle Woodland Period (2,350 – 1,400 BP) (400 B.C. – 500 

A.D.) provides a major point of departure from the Archaic and Early Woodland Periods. While Middle Woodland 

peoples still relied on hunting and gathering to meet their subsistence requirements, fish were becoming an even 

more important part of the diet. 

In addition, Middle Woodland peoples relied much more extensively on ceramic technology. Middle Woodland 

vessels are often heavily decorated with hastily impressed designs covering the entire exterior surface and upper 

portion of the vessel interior. Consequently, even very small fragments of Middle Woodland vessels are easily 

identifiable. 

It is also at the beginning of the Middle Woodland Period that rich, densely occupied sites appear along the 

margins of major rivers and lakes. While these areas had been utilized by earlier peoples, Middle Woodland sites 

are significantly different in that the same location was occupied off and on for as long as several hundred years 

and large deposits of artifacts often accumulated. Unlike earlier seasonally utilized locations, these Middle 

Woodland sites appear to have functioned as base camps, occupied off and on over the course of the year. There 

are also numerous small upland Middle Woodland sites, many of which can be interpreted as special purpose 

camps from which localized resource patches were exploited. This shift towards a greater degree of sedentism 

continues the trend witnessed from at least Middle Archaic times and provides a prelude to the developments that 

follow during the Late Woodland Period. 

The Late Woodland began with a shift in settlement and subsistence patterns involving an increasing reliance on 

corn horticulture (Fox 1990:185; Smith 1990; Williamson 1990:312). Corn may have been introduced into 

southwestern Ontario from the American Midwest as early as 600 A.D. or a few centuries before. Corn did not 

become a dietary staple, however, until at least three to four hundred years later, when the cultivation of corn 

gradually spread into south-central and southeastern Ontario. 

During the Transitional Woodland Period, particularly within the Princess Point Complex (circa 1,450 -900 BP) 

(circa AD 500-1050), a number of archaeological material changes have been noted including the appearance of 

triangular projectile point styles, first seen during this period beginning with the Levanna form; cord-wrapped stick 

decorated ceramics using the paddle and anvil forming technique evolving from the mainly coil-manufactured and 

dentate stamped and pseudo-scallop shell impressed ceramics; and if not appearance, increasing use of maize 

(Zea mays) as a food source (e.g., Bursey 1995; Crawford et al. 1997; Ferris and Spence 1995:103; Martin 2004 

[2007]; Ritchie 1971:31-32; Spence et al. 1990; Williamson 1990:299).  
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The Late Woodland Period is widely accepted as the beginning of agricultural life ways in south-central Ontario. 

Researchers have suggested that a warming trend during this time may have encouraged the spread of maize 

into southern Ontario, providing a greater number of frost-free days (Stothers and Yarnell 1977). Further, shifts in 

the location of sites have also been identified with an emphasis on riverine, lacustrine and wetland occupations 

set against a more diffuse use of the landscape during the Middle Woodland (Dieterman 2001).  

One such site, located on the Grand River near Cayuga, Ontario is the Grand Banks site (AfGx-3). As of 1997, 

40 maize kernels and 29 cupules had been recovered at this site (Crawford et al. 1997). The earliest AMS 

radiocarbon assay run on maize from paleosol II produced a date of approximately AD 500 (Crawford et al. 

1997:116). This site is interpreted as a long-term basecamp that may have been used year-round or nearly year-

round (Crawford and Smith 1996:785). This growing sedentism is seen as a departure from Middle Woodland 

hunting and gathering and may reflect growing investment in the care of garden plots of maize (Smith 1997:15). 

The riverine location of Grand Banks (AfGx-3) may have also provided light, nutrient-rich soil for agriculture 

(Crawford et al. 1997). While Levanna projectile points are formal tools, Princess Point Complex toolkits are 

predominantly characterized by informal or expedient flake tools and ground stone and bone artifacts are rare 

(Ferris and Spence 1995:103; Shen 2000). At Grand Banks, experimental archaeology suggests that chert flakes 

were put to a variety of useful tasks, from butchering to bone-working to wood-working to plant-working. Formal 

bifaces and projectile points had less evidence of usewear (Shen 2000). Local cherts appear to have been used, 

although Onondaga, albeit also a local resource, was preferred at Grand Banks (AfGx-3) (Shen 1997). 

The first agricultural villages in southern Ontario date to the 10th century A.D. Unlike the riverine base camps of 

the Middle Woodland Period, these sites are located in the uplands, on well-drained sandy soils.  

Village sites dating between 1,050 – 650 BP (900 and 1300 AD). share many attributes with the historically 

reported early Late Woodland sites, including the presence of longhouses and sometimes palisades. However, 

these early longhouses were actually not all that large, averaging only 12.4 m in length (Dodd et al. 1990:349; 

Williamson 1990:304-305). It is also quite common to find the outlines of overlapping house structures, suggesting 

that these villages were occupied long enough to necessitate re-building. 

The Jesuits reported that the Huron moved their villages once every 10 – 15 years, when the nearby soils had 

been depleted by farming and conveniently collected firewood grew scarce (Pearce 2010). It seems likely that 

early Late Woodland people occupied their villages for considerably longer, as they relied less heavily on corn 

than did later groups, and their villages were much smaller, placing less demand on nearby resources. 

Judging by the presence of carbonized corn kernels and cob fragments recovered from sub-floor storage pits, 

agriculture was becoming a vital part of the early Late Woodland economy. However, it had not reached the level 

of importance it would in the middle and late Woodland Periods. There is ample evidence to suggest that more 

traditional resources continued to be exploited and comprised a large part of the subsistence economy. 

Seasonally occupied special purpose sites relating to deer procurement, nut collection, and fishing activities, have 

all been identified. While beans are known to have been cultivated later in the Late Woodland Period, they have 

yet to be identified on early Late Woodland Period sites.  

The middle Late Woodland Period (650 – 550 BP) witnessed several interesting developments in terms of 

settlement patterns and artifact assemblages. Changes in ceramic styles have been carefully documented, 

allowing the placement of sites in the first or second half of this 100-year period. Moreover, villages, which 

averaged approximately 0.6 ha in extent during the early Late Woodland Period, now consistently range between 

one and two hectares in size. 
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House lengths also change dramatically, more than doubling to an average of 30 m, while houses of up to 45 m 

have been documented. This increase in longhouse length has been variously interpreted.  

The simplest possibility is that increased house length is the result of a gradual, natural increase in population 

(Dodd et al. 1990:323, 350, 357; Smith 1990). However, this does not account for the sudden shift in longhouse 

lengths around 1300 A.D. Other possible explanations involve changes in economic and socio-political 

organization (Dodd et al. 1990:357). One suggestion is that during the middle Late Woodland Period small 

villages were amalgamating to form larger communities for mutual defence (Dodd et al. 1990:357). If this was the 

case, the more successful military leaders may have been able to absorb some of the smaller family groups into 

their households, thereby requiring longer structures. This hypothesis draws support from the fact that some sites 

had up to seven rows of palisades, indicating at least an occasional need for strong defensive measures. There 

are, however, other middle Late Woodland villages which had no palisades present (Dodd et al. 1990). More 

research is required to evaluate these competing interpretations. 

The lay-out of houses within villages also changes dramatically by 650 BP. During the early Late Woodland 

Period villages were haphazardly planned, with houses oriented in various directions. During the middle Late 

Woodland Period villages are organized into two or more discrete groups of tightly spaced, parallel aligned, 

longhouses. It has been suggested that this change in village organization may indicate the initial development of 

the clans which were a characteristic of the historically known Late Woodland peoples (Dodd et al. 1990:358).  

During the late Late Woodland period, the Iroquoian-speaking linguistic and cultural groups developed. Prior to 

European Contact, neighbouring Iroquois-speaking communities united to form several confederacies known as 

the Huron (Huron-Wendat), Neutral (called Attiewandaron by the Wendat), Petun (Tionnontaté or 

Khionontateronon) in Ontario, and the Five Nations (later Six Nations) of the Iroquois (Haudenosaunee) of upper 

New York State (Birch 2010:31; Warrick 2013:71). These groups are located primarily in south and central 

Ontario. Each group was distinct but shared a similar pattern of life already established by the 16th century 

(Trigger 1994:42).  

Prior to European contact, the geographic distribution of pre-contact Late Woodland sites describes two major 

groups east and west of the Niagara Escarpment: the ancestral Attiewandaron to the west, and the ancestral 

Huron-Wendat to the east (Warrick 2000:446). Ancestral Huron-Wendat villages have been located as far east as 

the Trent River watershed, where “concentrations of sites occur in the areas of the Humber River valley, the 

Rouge and Duffin Creek valleys, the lower Trent valley, Lake Scugog, the upper Trent River and Simcoe County” 

(Ramsden 1990:363). These concentrations are distributed in a triangular area along the north shore of Lake 

Ontario and northward bounded by the Trent River system and the Niagara Escarpment (Ramsden 1990:363).  

The Huron-Wendat used multiple trails, portage and watercourse routes throughout their territory to travel from 

the north shores of Lake Ontario inland to the upper Great Lakes. These trail systems included the Toronto 

Carrying Place Trail. It was an ancient highway in use for hundreds of years by many groups and was a crucial 

trade and travel route. The Toronto Carrying Place trail had two branches: the Rouge River branch, and the 

Humber River Branch. Both branches trailed from Lake Ontario over the Oak Ridges Moraine and up the Holland 

River into Lake Simcoe (Robinson 1965:6-8; TRCA 2007:9). 

Settlement types included longhouses, house sizes depended on the size of the extended family that inhabited it; 

however, archaeological evidence suggests that the average longhouse was 25 feet by 100 feet, with heights 

about the same as widths (Heidenreich 1978:366). Village size gradually enlarged as horticulture began to take 

on a more central importance in subsistence patterns, particularly the farming of maize, squash, and beans, 

supplemented by fishing, hunting, and gathering.  
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Sites were chosen for their proximity to sources of “water, arable soils, available firewood, [and] a young 

secondary forest, [as well as] a defendable position” (Heidenreich 1978:375). Later villages consisted of up to 100 

longhouses clustered closely together, and only the largest villages on the frontier were fortified (Heidenreich 

1978:377).  

Subsistence patterns reflect a horticultural diet that was supplemented with fish rather than red meat (Heidenreich 

1978:377). ‘Slash-and-burn’ farming was used to quickly and efficiently clear trees and brushwood for flour and 

flint corn fields (Heidenreich 1978: 380). These were consistently cultivated until no longer productive, at which 

point the village was abandoned, an event that took place about every 8 to 12 years (Heidenreich 1978:381). 

Consequently, as horticulture became the primary mode of subsistence, pre-contact Indigenous groups gradually 

relocated from the northern shores of Lake Ontario to further inland, likely as a result of depleting resources and 

growing tension between Indigenous communities. 

1.3.3 Contact Period 

Detailed ethno-historical records left by explorers, Jesuit missionaries, and fur traders provide a history of Euro-

Canadian involvement in territory identified as Huron-Wendat. By 1609, Samuel de Champlain had encountered 

the Huron-Wendat north of Lake Simcoe, and desiring greater quantities of furs, the French initiated a trading 

relationship with the Huron-Wendat (Trigger 1994:68; Heidenreich 1978:386). By mid-1620, the Huron-Wendat 

had exhausted all available pelts in their own hunting territories and opted to trade European goods for tobacco 

and furs from their neighbours (Trigger 1994:49-50). 

By 1645, with reduced pelts resource within their territory, conflict arose between the Haudenosaunee and Huron-

Wendat Confederacy (Trigger 1994:53). Armed with Dutch guns and ammunition, the Haudenosaunee engaged 

in warfare with the Huron-Wendat Confederacy (Trigger 1994:53). After the battles of 1649-50, the Huron-Wendat 

Confederacy dispersed widely across the Great Lakes region, where “for the next forty years, the Haudenosaunee 

used present-day Ontario to secure furs with the Dutch, then with the English” (Schmalz 1991:17; Smith 2013:19). 

1.3.4 Post-Contact Period 

Although their territory was located south of the lower Great Lakes, the Haudenosaunee controlled most of 

southern Ontario after the 1660s, occupying at “least half a dozen villages along the north shore of Lake Ontario 

and into the interior” (Schmalz 1991:17; Williamson 2013:60). The Haudenosaunee established “settlements at 

strategic locations along the trade routes inland from the north shore of Lake Ontario. Their settlements were on 

canoe-and-portage routes that linked Lake Ontario to Georgian Bay and the upper Great Lakes” (Williamson 

2013:60). The Haudenosaunee had established a village named Ganatsekwyagon at the mouth of the Rouge 

River, and Teiaiagon at a bend near the mouth of the Humber River to exploit both branches of the Toronto 

Carrying Place Trail (Robinson 1965:15-16; Schmalz 1991:29). Because of the French being allies of the Huron-

Wendat, the Haudenosaunee prevented French explorers and missionaries from utilizing the St. Lawrence River 

and traveling within their territory north of Lake Ontario (Lajeunesse 1960:xxix).  

At this time, several Algonquin-speaking linguistic and cultural groups within the Anishinaabeg (or Anishinaabe) 

began to challenge the Haudenosaunee dominance in the region (Johnston 2004:9-10; Gibson 2006:36). The 

Anishinaabeg were originally located primarily in northern Ontario. Before contact with the Europeans, the Ojibwa 

territorial homeland was situated inland from the north shore of Lake Huron (MNCFN nd:3). The English referred 

to those Algonquin-speaking linguistic and cultural groups that settled in the area bounded by Lakes Ontario, Erie, 

and Huron as Chippewas or Ojibwas (Smith 2002:107). In 1640, the Jesuit fathers had recorded the name 

“oumisagai, or Mississaugas, as the name of an Algonquin group near the Mississagi River on the northwestern 

shore of Lake Huron. The French, and later English applied this same designation to all Algonquian [-speaking 

groups] settling on the north shore of Lake Ontario” (Smith 2002:107; Smith 2013:19-20). “The term ‘Mississauga’ 
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perplexed the Algonquins, or Ojibwas, on the north shore of Lake Ontario, who knew themselves as the 

Anishinaabeg” (Smith 2013:20). 

After a major smallpox epidemic and combined with the capture of New Netherland by the British, access to guns 

and powder became increasingly restricted for the Haudenosaunee. After a series of successful attacks against 

the Haudenosaunee by groups within the Anishinaabeg from 1653 to 1662, the Haudenosaunee dominance in the 

region began to fail (Warrick 2008:242; Schmalz 1991:20). Prior to 1680, groups within the Anishinaabeg had 

begun to settle just north of the evacuated Huron-Wendat territory and with the British entering the fur-trading 

market, began to expand further into southern Ontario (Gibson 2006:36; Schmalz 1991:18). By the 1690s, 

Haudenosaunee settlements along the northern shores of Lake Ontario were abandoned (Williamson 2013:60). 

By 1701, after a series of battles throughout Ontario, the Anishinaabeg replaced the Haudenosaunee in southern 

Ontario (Gibson 2006:37; Schmalz 1991:27-29; Coyne 1895:28). 

In 1701, representatives of several groups within the Anishinaabeg and the Haudenosaunee, collectively known 

as the First Nations, assembled in Montreal to participate in Great Peace negotiations, sponsored by the French 

(Johnston 2004:10; Trigger 2004:58). The Mississaugas secured sole possession of the territory along and 

extending northward of Lake Ontario and Lake Erie (Hathaway 1930:433).  

From 1701 to the fall of New France in 1759, the fur trade continued in Ontario with both the Ojibwa and 

Mississauga and various other groups within the Anishinaabeg trading with both the English and the French. 

Subsistence patterns include a primary focus on hunting, fishing, and gathering with little focus on agriculture 

(McMillian and Yellowhorn 2004:110). Groups within the Anishinaabeg, such as the Ojibwa and Mississauga, 

utilized housing known as a wigwam, a temporary and moveable structure that was easy to construct and 

disassemble, allowing them to travel swiftly throughout their territory (McMillian and Yellowhorn 2004:111).  

The Seven Years War brought warfare between the French and British in North America. In 1763, the Royal 

Proclamation declared the Seven Years War over, giving the British control of New France. The British did not 

earn the respect of the Anishinaabeg, as the British did not honour fair trade nor the Anishinaabeg occupancy of 

the land as the French had. Consequently, the Pontiac Uprising, also known as the Beaver Wars, began that 

same year (Schmalz 1991:70; Johnston 2004:13-14). This uprising involved both groups within the 

Haudenosaunee and groups within the Anishinaabeg. After numerous attacks on the British, the Pontiac Uprising 

was over by 1766 when a peace agreement was concluded with Sir William Johnson, the Superintendent of 

Indian Affairs (Schmalz 1991:81). The fur-trade continued throughout southern Ontario until the beginning of 

British colonization. 

The project area is within the Rice Lake Purchase (Treaty 20) and in the traditional territory of the Michi Saagiig 

and Chippewa Nations, collectively known as the Williams Treaties First Nations, including the Mississaugas of 

Alderville First Nation, Curve Lake First Nation, Hiawatha First Nation, Scugog Island First Nation and the 

Chippewas of Beausoleil First Nation, Georgina Island First Nation, and the Rama First Nation (Williams Treaties 

First Nation 2017). The Rice Lake Purchase on 5 November 1818 provided for the northward expansion of Euro-

Canadian settlement in Upper Canada. Signed by representatives of the Crown and certain Anishinaabe peoples, 

this treaty is the last of three Upper Canadian treaties signed with Anishinaabe peoples in what is now central 

southern Ontario (Ministry of Indigenous Affairs 2020). 

The following summarized text is based on an account by Gidigaa Migizi, a respected Elder and Knowledge 

Keeper of the Michi Saagiig Nation, provided to Golder by Julia Kapyrka of Curve Lake First Nation. The Michi 

Saagiig (Mississauga Anishinaabeg) participated in 18 treaties, including the Williams Treaty, from 1781-1923 

allowing the growing number of European settlers to establish in Ontario. The Michi Saagiig retain jurisdiction over 

the lands to which the Treaties apply. According to their laws and customs, the management and stewardship of 
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the lands was bequeathed to them by the Creator and not surrendered by Treaty; rather, the Treaty solidified their 

land management system.  

Pressures from increased settlement forced the Michi Saagiig to slowly move into small family groups around the 

present-day communities: Curve Lake First Nation, Hiawatha First Nation, Alderville First Nation, Scugog Island 

First Nation, New Credit First Nation, and Mississauga First Nation.  

While the project area falls within the Rice lake Purchase (Treaty 20) and the Michi Saagiig have jurisdiction over 

Treaty land, traditional land also holds importance. The view of the Michi Saagiig is that their traditional 

homelands encompass a vast area of what is now known as southern and south-central Ontario.  

As Kapyrka (2015) writes, the Michi Saagiig are known as “the people of the big river mouths” and were also 

known as the “Salmon People” who occupied and fished the north shore of Lake Ontario where the various 

tributaries emptied into the lake. Their territories extended north into and beyond the Kawarthas as winter hunting 

grounds on which they would break off into smaller social groups for the season, hunting and trapping on these 

lands, then returning to the lakeshore in spring for the summer months. Kapyrka adds that the traditional 

territories of the Michi Saagiig span from Gananoque in the east, all along the north shore of Lake Ontario, west to 

the north shore of Lake Erie at Long Point. The territory spreads as far north as the tributaries that flow into these 

lakes, from Bancroft and north of Haliburton highlands. This also includes all the tributaries that flow from the 

height of land north of Toronto like the Oak Ridges Moraine, and all of the rivers that flow into Lake Ontario (the 

Rideau, the Salmon, the Ganaraska, the Moira, the Trent, the Don, the Rouge, the Etobicoke, the Humber, and 

the Credit, as well as Wilmot and 16 Mile Creeks) through Burlington Bay and the Niagara region including the 

Grand River which was used as a portage route as the Niagara portage was too dangerous. The Michi Saagiig 

would portage from present-day Burlington to the Grand River and travel south to the open water on Lake Erie 

(Kapyrka 2019).  

Gidigaa Migizi accounts that the Michi Saagiig were highly mobile people, travelling vast distances to procure 

subsistence for their people. Their homelands were located between two Confederacies: The Three Fires 

Confederacy to the north and the Haudenosaunee Confederacy to the south. The Three Fires Confederacy is a 

long-standing Anishinaabe alliance of the Ojibwe (or Chippewa), Ottawa (or Odawa), and Potawatomi North 

American Native tribes.  

The oral histories of the Michi Saagiig speak to their people being in this area of Ontario for thousands of years. 

Stories recount the “Old Ones” who spoke an ancient Algonquian dialect. The histories explain that the current 

Ojibwa phonology is possibly the 5th transformation of this language, demonstrating a linguistic connection that 

spans back into deep time.  

Problems arose from the various Nations living in southern Ontario during the 1600s when the European way of 

life was introduced. Newly introduced diseases and episodes of irregular fighting between Nations had a 

devastating impact upon the Indigenous peoples of Ontario, especially the large sedentary villages, which mostly 

include Iroquoian speaking peoples.  

The Michi Saagiig were largely able to avoid the devastation caused by these processes by retreating to their 

wintering grounds to the north.  

Upon return from the north some of the old leaders recognized that it became increasingly difficult to keep the 

peace after the Europeans introduced guns. Gidigaa Migizi recalls that they “still continue to meet, and we still 

continued to have some wampum, which does not mean we negated our territory or gave up our territory – we did 

not do that. We still consider ourselves a sovereign nation despite legal challenges against that. We still view 

ourselves as a nation and the government must negotiate from that basis.”  
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1.3.5 Euro-Canadian Settlement Period 

1.3.5.1 Victoria County 

Following the Toronto Purchase of 1787, today’s southern Ontario was divided into four political districts —

Lunenburg, Mechlenburg, Nassau, and Hesse— all within the old Province of Quebec. These became part of the 

Province of Upper Canada in 1791 with the enacting of the British Constitutional Act, and renamed the Eastern, 

Midland, Home, and Western Districts, respectively. The project area was within the former Nassau District, then 

later the Home District, which originally included all lands between an arbitrary line on the west running north from 

Long Point on Lake Erie to Georgian Bay, and a line on the east running north from Presqu’ile Point on Lake 

Ontario to the Ottawa River. The Home District was later subdivided again in 1802, and by this time the project 

area would reside within the Newcastle District (S.U.C. 1802). Throughout the 1840’s -1860’s, the former District 

and County lines were dissolved, divided or otherwise reorganized multiple times, however after 1841 with the 

creation of the short-lived Colborne District, the project area would fall within the newly created Township of Ops 

(Kirkconnell 1967), which would continue to exist as part of the County of Victoria until 2001 when the county was 

dissolved and reformed as the City of Kawartha Lakes. 

Before their amalgamation into the City of Kawartha lakes in 2001, the Townships of Victoria County consisted of 

12 Townships; Bexley, Carden, Dalton, Eldon, Emily, Fenlon, Manvers, Ops, Mariposa, Somerville, Verulam and 

Laxton, Digby and Longford (Stephenson 2019; Belden 1881). 

Land in the area around the County of Victoria were first offered for sale in 1821 by the Government of Upper 

Canada, with the first settlers to arrive mostly constituting Protestant Irish emigrants from the Irish county of 

Fermanagh (Kirkconnell 1967). Large parts of Ops Township were later settled by Irish Catholics from County 

Cork, Ireland, brought to the area under a British emigration program managed by the Hon. Peter Robinson in the 

1820s Known as the Robinson Immigration. This arrival of over 2000 Irish Catholics by 1825 was a significant 

event in the pioneer settlement of Victoria County (Kirkconnell 1967). As all the good quality farmland was rapidly 

being occupied around the small towns and villages closest to the north shore of the Lake Ontario, new emigrants 

began to search for lands to settle further afield in what would become Victoria County. These adventurous 

settlers headed inland to Ops Township by way of the Scugog River, Trent River, Kawartha Lakes, and portage 

trails, they eventually purchased or rented lands and began clearing the forest for timber and transforming the 

landscape into farmland (Brunger 1972 and 1985). 

1.3.5.2 Ops Township 

The first land grants, and the general early settlement of Ops Township, took place in the southwest corner of the 

township in 1825 by Patrick and John Connel of Ireland, with the greater spread of settlement throughout the 

township soon to follow.  

The 1825 survey of Ops Township was conducted by Colonel Duncan McDonnell, who designated Lots 20 and 

21, Concession 5 as a “townsite” and set aside 400 acres to that explicit purpose. This reserved area would 

become the Town of Lindsay, which was at that time and continues to be the most prominent urban area within 

the former township (Kirkconnell 1967).  

Initially, settlers in Ops Township farmed for subsistence and their farms were largely self-sufficient. The first 

crops grown included grains, clover, spring wheat, oats, turnips, corn, potatoes, and occasionally they made 

maple syrup and maple sugar. Many of the first farmers also raised small flocks of sheep and spun their wool into 

yarn (Carr 1968). Farmers relied on local grist mills to process their grain and the presence of a mill often led to 

an increased density of farming. As mills became central places for new settlement, the first villages were 

established nearby. Omemee, Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Fenelon Falls are all examples of villages that grew up 

around grist mills that drew farmers to settle nearby (Carr 1968:18-20; Kirkconnell 1967:10; Golder 2015). The 
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Town of Lindsay is located on both sides of the Scugog River and made an ideal location for the construction of a 

mill, and one American family began this endeavour which essentially kickstarted the creation of the Village of 

Lindsay. William Purdy and his sons Jesse and Hazard, built a dam and sawmill on the Scugog River that began 

operating in 1830, followed quickly by a grist mill. Four years later in 1834, the lots and streets of the village were 

first plotted by John Houston of Cavan. The death of one of Houston’s assistants, named Lindsay, from an 

accidental gunshot wound to the leg that became infected and his subsequent burial along the riverbank, led to 

the townsite being referred to as “Lindsay” on surveyor’s plans (Kirkconnell 1967).  

1.3.5.3 Town of Lindsay 

The settlement of Lindsay expanded rapidly throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, eventually the Town of 

Lindsay was the economic, social, and recreational center of Ops Township, and an urban hub within Victoria 

County (Kirkconnell 1967; Golder 2015). Between 1818 and 1850, agricultural settlement of the area Victoria 

County and vicinity lead to the transformation of the nearby Town of Peterborough into a market centre (Brunger 

1972; Brunger 1985). While the Town of Lindsay never became the same large market hub as Peterborough, it 

provided a smaller market for local dairy producers in Ops Township, acted as the main service centre, and 

provided a centralized location where locally produced items such as eggs and butter could be brought to the 

stores in town where they could be bartered for imported foods such as sugar and tea (Carr 1968). 

As settlement increased with time, the agricultural market became the driving force for the economy within Ops 

Township. By the middle of the 19th century, subsistence farming within the township was waning and agricultural 

production in Ops Township increased in complexity as farmers diversified and prosperity increased (McInnes 

1984). In addition to sheep and beef cattle, farmers raised dairy cattle, hogs, and poultry (Carr 1968). Farming in 

Ops Township was now supporting secondary industries and was increasingly focused on supplying beef cattle 

and milk to Toronto (Kirkconnell 1967:13). This new market driven agriculture was primarily driven by the 

township becoming increasingly integrated within the larger regional economic system, which eventually lead to 

farms in the area producing significant marketable surpluses. Marvin McInnes notes in his 1984 work Marketable 

Surpluses in Ontario Farming, 1860, that there were three main factors that influenced the size of marketable 

surplus, they include farm size, the length of time since the settlement of the Township, and access to newly 

developed transportation routes and transportation methods. 

1.3.5.4 Project Area 

The project area is located within part of Lot 15, Concession 5, in the Geographic Township of Ops, historical 

County of Victoria. To understand the past land use history of the project area and determine the presence of 

features that indicate archaeological potential, a number of historical maps were reviewed.  

The 1861 Map of the Counties of Northumberland, Durham, Peterborough and Victoria (Caddy 1861) illustrates 

the Crown survey for Ops Township was completed using the Single-Front survey system (Map 2). The system 

produced a square pattern of five 200-acre lots bounded on all four sides by road allowances. Concession road 

were established, and Scugog River is approximately 525 m to the east of the project area.  

The 1877 Historical Atlas Map of the County of Victoria (Patterson 1877) illustrates lot ownership information and 

indicates the project area to have been owned by Timothy Collins (Map 2). There are no historical structures 

illustrated in proximity to the project area on this map; however, this is likely because only the residences of 

subscribers were illustrated. The latter is true here; based on the field survey, a 19th century farmhouse was 

identified approximately 125 m from the project area at 10 Ridgewood Road.  

A review of early 20th century topographic maps reveals the presence of a number of farmhouses and structures, 

including the farmhouse at 10 Ridgewood Road (Map 3). Present-day Angeline Street South and Little Britain 
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roads were improved by this time, but present-day Highway 7 east of Angeline Street South and Little Britain was 

unused. 

A 1954 aerial image shows the project area and surrounding landscape to be rural and under agricultural land 

use. Present-day Highway 7, east of Angeline Street South appears to remain unimproved (Map 4). By 1964, the 

current configuration of Highway 35/ Highway 7 is in place, and Highway 7 south of Angeline Street South is 

improved with a bridge over Scugog River. The project area remained under agricultural land use at this time.  

1.4 Archaeological Context 

1.4.1 Physiography 

The project area is situated within the Peterborough Drumlin Field physiographic region. Chapman and Putnam 

describe the Peterborough Drumlin Field as 

…rolling till plain with an area of about 1750 square miles. Extending from Hastings County in the east to 

Simcoe County in the west, and including the drumlins south of the moraine in Northumberland County, this 

belt contains approximately 3000 good drumlins in addition to many other drumlinoid hills and surface flutings 

of the till sheet. For the most part the rock underlying this region is limestone of the Lindsay and Verulam 

Formations which are somewhat softer and less massive formations than the Gull River Formation. They 

are also highly fossiliferous and disintegrate easily. The drumlins throughout are composed of highly 

calcerous till but there are local differences (Chapman and Putnam 1984:170).  

Potable water is an important resource necessary for any extended human occupation or settlement. As water 

sources have remained relatively stable in Ontario since post-glacial times, proximity to water can be regarded as 

a useful index for the evaluation of archaeological site potential. Hydrological features such as primary water 

sources (i.e., lakes, rivers, creeks, streams) and secondary water sources (i.e., intermittent streams and creeks, 

springs, marshes, swamps) would have helped supply plant and food resources to the surrounding area. The 

project area is located approximately 525 m west of the Scugog River (Map 1 and Map 3). 

The soil within the project area consists entirely of Otonabee loam, which is characterized as having good to 

excessive drainage, moderate to steeply sloping topography, and moderate stony inclusiveness. Soils of the 

Otonabee series are among the most important agricultural soils within Victoria County and are used to grow a 

variety of cash cops however the main crops produced are hay, oats and corn in support of the local beef and 

dairy cattle industry (Gillespie and Richards 1957).  

1.4.2 Registered Archaeological Sites 

The registered archaeological site records maintained by the MHSTCI in the Ontario Archaeological Site 

Database (OASD) were consulted to compile an inventory of archaeological resources.  

A total of 14 archaeological sites are registered within 1 km of the project area (Table 2). One of these sites, 

BbGq-7 (Ambrose) is located approximately 185 m to the northeast of the project area.  
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Table 2: Registered archaeological sites within 1 km of the project area 

Borden 

Number 
Site Name Time Period Affinity Site Type 

Current 

Development 

Review Status 

Registered archaeological sites within 300 m of the project area 

BbGq-7 Ambrose Post-contact, 

Pre-contact 

Indigenous, Euro-

Canadian 

Homestead, 

hunting 

Further CHVI1  

 

Registered archaeological sites > 300 m and ≤ 1 km of the project area 

BbGq-9 - Post-contact Euro-Canadian Findspot No further CHVI 

BbGq-8 - Post-contact Euro-Canadian Findspot No further CHVI 

BbGq-24  Archaic, Early, 

Paleo-Indian, 

Late 

Indigenous findspot - 

BbGq-15 - Pre-contact Indigenous Findspot - 

BbGq-14 - Woodland, 

Middle 

Indigenous Fishing, 

hunting 

Further CHVI 

BbGq-13 - Post-contact, 

Woodland, 

Middle 

Indigenous, Euro-

Canadian 

Fishing, 

hunting 

Further CHVI 

BbGq-12 - Pre-contact Indigenous Scatter - 

BbGq-11 - Pre-contact Indigenous Findspot - 

BbGq-10 - Pre-contact Indigenous Findspot - 

BbGq-20 North Scugog 

Bridge 

Pre-contact Indigenous campsite Further CHVI 

BbGq-21 South Scugog 

Bridge 

Pre-contact Indigenous campsite Further CHVI 

BbGq-22 Curtin Post-contact Euro-Canadian Homestead Further CHVI 

BbGq-23 Bagshaw Post-contact Euro-Canadian Homestead Further CHVI 

1CHVI, Cultural heritage value or interest  

‘-’, information was not available on the OASD. 
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1.4.3 Previous Archaeological Assessments 

A review of previous archaeological assessments undertaken within the limits of the project area or within 50 m 

the project area was completed. No previous archaeological assessments were identified.  

A Stage 1 archaeological assessment for the proposed improvement to Highway 7 (W.P. 69-99-00) from 0.2 Km 

east of the Ops and Mariposa Township boundary to 2.0 km east of County Road 35 in the City of Kawartha 

Lakes was undertaken by C.R. Murphy Archaeological Consulting. The assessed determined parts of the study 

area to have archaeological potential, and a Stage 2 assessment was recommended (C.R. Murphy 

Archaeological Consulting 2001).  

A Stage 2 assessment was subsequently undertaken by C.R. Murphy Archaeological Consulting as part of the 

proposed improvements to: Highway 7 and Highway 35, from 0.9 km west of the junction of Kawartha Lakes Road 

18, easterly to 2.0 km east of the junction of Kawartha Lakes Road 36 (W.P 69-99-00); Highway 7B/35 between 

Highway 7 and Highway 35 junction, and Highway 35 from the Highway 7B junction to north of Colborne Street 

West (W.P. 69-99-00); Highway 35 from Highway 7 southerly for 2.2. km (W.P. 2509-04-00); and, Scugog River 

Bridge rehabilitation and widening (W.P.4264-04-00) in the City of Kawartha Lakes. The Stage 2 assessment 

resulted in the identification of four archaeological sites: BbGq-20, BbGq-21, BbGq-22, and BbGw-23. All four 

sites were determined to have further cultural heritage value or interest and Stage 3 archaeological assessments 

recommended (C.R. Murphy Archaeological Consulting 2005). 

1.4.4 Cultural Heritage Resources 

Per Section 1.3 and 1.4 of the MHSTCI (2011), property listed on a municipal register or designated under the 

Ontario Heritage Act or that is a federal, provincial, or municipal historic landmark or site is indicative of 

archaeological potential. According to the City of Kawartha Lakes Heritage Register, there are no protective or 

listed properties within 300 m of the project area (City of Kawartha Lakes 2020a). 

1.4.5 Cemeteries 

Per Section 1.3 of the MHSTCI (2011), early cemeteries are considered features that indicate archaeological 

potential. No active or registered 19th century cemeteries were identified either in or within 300 m of the project 

area (City of Kawartha Lakes 2020b).  

1.4.6 Existing Conditions 

The project area is located at the southeast corner of the intersection of Highway 35/ Highway 7 and Angeline 

Street South. Highway 35/ Highway 7 is two-lane road with a centre turning lane located directly north of the 

project area, and Angeline Street South, a two-lane road is located directly to the west of the project area. The 

Scugog River is located approximately 525 m to the east of the project area. 

The project area resides primarily within fallow overgrown lands comprised mainly of tall grasses and weeds with 

occasional trees (Image 1 and Image 2). A gravel driveway bisects a part of the project area at the south extent, 

servicing the agricultural fields to the west. The topography of the project area is relatively flat with an average 

elevation of 264 m above sea level.  

1.4.7 Dates of Fieldwork 

The Stage 1 and 2 assessment was undertaken on 12 November 2020. The weather and lighting conditions at the 

time permitted good visibility of all parts of the project area and were conducive to the identification and recovery 

of archaeological resources (Table 3). 
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Table 3: Dates of fieldwork and weather conditions 

Date Temperature Weather Condition 

12 November 2020 8º C Sunny 
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2.0 FIELD METHODS 

This field assessment was conducted in compliance with the MHSTCI (2011). Photographic images of the 

investigation are presented in Section 9.0, while the results are illustrated on Map 5. 

Per Section 1.3.2 of the MHSTCI (2011), the project area was evaluated for extensive disturbance that would 

have removed archaeological potential. According to the MHSTCI (2011), disturbances may include but are not 

limited to: grading below topsoil, quarrying, building footprints, or sewage and infrastructure development. Also, 

the project area was evaluated for physical features of no or low archaeological potential. These usually include 

but are not limited to permanently wet areas, exposed bedrock, and steep slopes (greater than 20o) except in 

locations likely to contain pictographs or petroglyphs, per Section 2.1, Standard 2.a (MHSTCI 2011).  

Disturbance consisting of a gravel driveway was encountered. Based on professional judgement, test pits were 

excavated in this area, which confirmed it to be disturbed Image 3 and Image 4).  

The remainder of the project area, consisting of overgrown vegetation and manicured grassed lawn with 

occasional trees was subjected to a shovel test pit survey at 5 m intervals, per Section 2.1.2 (Image 5 to Image 8). 

Test pits were excavated at least 5 cm into the subsoil unless a cultural feature was encountered. Test pits were 

excavated to within 1 m of disturbances, or until test pits showed evidence of recent ground disturbance. Soil from 

all test pits was screened through a 6 mm hardware mesh to facilitate the identification and recovery of 

archaeological resources. All test pits were examined for stratigraphy, cultural features, and evidence of fill. 

Test pits ranged in depth between 30 to 70 cm, and the general stratigraphy across the project area consisted of 

an organic, dark brown sandy clay-loam topsoil overlaying a grey-brown to orange-brown clay subsoil (Image 9 

and Image 10). Fill inclusions consisting of gravel and asphalt were encountered across the northern extent of the 

project area at varying depths within the topsoil layer in the form of a compact gravel layer and asphalt chunks.  

Disturbances associated with the gravel driveway amounted to approximately 5% of the project area. The 

remainder of the project area, approximately 95% was subjected to test pit survey.  
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3.0 RECORD OF FINDS 

No archaeological resources or sites were identified.  

An inventory of the documentary record generated in the field is provided in Table 4. 

Table 4: Inventory of documentary record 

Document Type Inventory Location 

Field notes 3 pages of field notes Stored digitally on Golder’s network servers.   

Field maps 2 pages of field maps Stored digitally on Golder’s network servers.   

Photographs 85 digital images  Stored digitally on Golder’s network servers.   
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4.0 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 Assessing Archaeological Potential 

Archaeological potential is established by determining whether features or characteristics indicating potential are 

located on or in the vicinity of a project area. Features and characteristics that indicate a potential for 

archaeological resources are defined within Section 1.3.1 of the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant 

Archaeologists (MHSTI 2011:17-18) and include: 

 previously identified archaeological sites 

 water sources: 

▪ primary water sources (e.g., lakes, rivers, streams, creeks) 

▪ secondary water sources (e.g., intermittent streams and creeks; springs; marshes; swamps) 

▪ features indicating past water sources (e.g., glacial lake shorelines indicated by the presence of raised 

sand or gravel beach ridges, relic river or stream channels, shorelines of drained lakes or marshes, and 

cobble beaches) 

▪ accessible or inaccessible shoreline (e.g., high bluffs, swamps or marsh fields by the edge of a lake, 

sandbars stretching into marsh) 

 elevated topography (eskers, drumlins, large knolls, plateaux) 

 pockets of well drained sandy soil, especially near areas of heavy soil or rocky ground 

 distinctive land formations that might have been special or spiritual places, such as waterfalls, rock outcrops, 

caverns, mounds, and promontories and their bases 

 resource areas including: 

▪ food or medicinal plants 

▪ scarce raw minerals (e.g., quartz, copper, ochre or outcrops of chert) 

▪ early Euro-Canadian industry (fur trade, logging, prospecting, mining) 

 areas of early Euro-Canadian settlement including: 

▪ early military or pioneer settlement (e.g., pioneer homesteads, isolated cabins, farmstead complexes) 

▪ early wharf or dock complexes, pioneer churches and early cemeteries 

 early historical transportation routes (e.g., trails, passes, roads, railways, portage routes) 

 property listed on a municipal register or designated under the Ontario Heritage Act or that is a federal, 

provincial or municipal historic landmark or site 

 property that local histories or informants have identified with possible archaeological sites, historical events, 

activities or occupations 

Many of the above features of archaeological potential have a buffer assigned to them, extending the zone of 

archaeological potential beyond the physical feature. The following buffers are commonly accepted by the 
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MHSTCI and specifically indicated in Section 1.4 of the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists 

(MHSTCI 2011:20-21).  

 300 m buffer: previously identified archaeological site; water sources; areas of early Euro-Canadian 

settlement; or locations identified through local knowledge or informants 

 100 m buffer: early historical transportation route 

In the event no buffer is inherently present, potential is restricted to the physical limits or the feature: elevated 

topography, pockets of well-drained sandy soil, distinctive land formations, resources areas, listed or designated 

properties and landmark properties.  

4.1.1 Potential for Archaeological Resources 

Based on the criteria outlined above, the project area was determined to have archaeological potential due to the 

presence or proximity of soil types conducive to human habitation, historical features, and a previously identified 

archaeological site (BbGq-7; Ambrose).  

4.1.2 Archaeological Integrity 

A negative indicator of archaeological potential is extensive below-grade land disturbance. This includes 

widespread earth movement activities that would have removed or relocated any archaeological resources to 

such a degree that their information potential and CHVI has been lost.  

Activities that are recognized to cause sufficient disturbance to remove archaeological potential include: 

quarrying, major landscaping involving grading below topsoil, building footprints, and infrastructure development. 

Activities including agricultural cultivation, gardening, minor grading, and landscaping do not necessarily remove 

archaeological potential (MHSTCI 2011:18). Identified areas of disturbances within the project area include a 

gravel driveway.  

The project area was also evaluated for physical features of no or low archaeological potential. These usually 

include but are not limited to permanently wet areas, exposed bedrock, and steep slopes (greater than 20o) 

except in locations likely to contain pictographs or petroglyphs, per Section 2.1, Standard 2.a (MHSTCI 2011). 

Physical features of no archaeological potential were not encountered within the project area.  

The area of disturbance identified within the project area was considered to not have archaeological potential and, 

as such, was not subject to Stage 2 survey with the exception of an exploratory test pit that was excavated to 

confirm the deep nature of the disturbance (Images 3 and 4; Map 5).  

4.1.3 Stage 2 Archaeological Survey 

Parts of the project area that were identified to retain archaeological potential were subjected to a Stage 2 test pit 

survey (Map 5). The test pit survey was performed in a grid pattern at survey transects of 5 m intervals (Image 1 

to Image 10). Test pits were excavated at least 5 cm into the subsoil which ranged in depth from 30 to 70 cm. 

No archaeological resources or sites were identified.  
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Given the Stage 2 assessment did not identify any archaeological resources, Golder recommends:  

1) No further archaeological assessment of the project area. 

The MHSTCI is asked to review the results and recommendations presented herein and accept this report into the 

Provincial Register of archaeological reports. The MHSTCI is also asked to provide a letter concurring with the 

results presented herein.  
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6.0 ADVICE ON COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATION 

This report is submitted to the Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport as a condition of licensing in accordance 

with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c O.18. The report is reviewed to ensure that it complies 

with the standards and guidelines that are issued by the Minister, and that the archaeological fieldwork and report 

recommendations ensure the conservation, protection and preservation of the cultural heritage of Ontario. When 

all matters relating to archaeological sites within the project area of a development proposal have been addressed 

to the satisfaction of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, a letter will be issue by the ministry stating that 

there are no further concerns with regards to alterations to archaeological sites by the proposed development. 

It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act for any party other than a licenced 

archaeologist to make any alteration to a known archaeological site or to remove any artifact or other physical 

evidence of past human use or activity from the site, until such time as a licenced archaeologist has completed 

archaeological fieldwork on the site, submitted a report to the Minister stating the site has no further cultural 

heritage value or interest, and the report has been filed in the Ontario Public Register of Archaeology Reports 

referred to in Section 65.1 of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be discovered, they may be representative of a new 

archaeological site or sites and therefore subject to Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. The proponent or 

person discovering the archaeological resources must cease alteration of the site immediately and engage a 

licensed consultant archaeologist to carry out archaeological fieldwork, in compliance with Section 48(1) of the 

Ontario Heritage Act. 

The Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c.33, requires that any person discovering or 

having knowledge of a burial site shall immediately notify the police or coroner. It is recommended that the 

Registrar of Cemeteries at the Ministry of Consumer Services is also immediately notified. 

Archaeological sites recommended for further archaeological fieldwork or protection remain subject to Section 48 

(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act and may not be altered, or have artifacts removed from them, except by a person 

holding an archaeological licence. 
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9.0 IMAGES 

 

 

Image 1: View of project area from north extent, looking south. 

 

Image 2: View of central portion of the project area, looking south-southeast. 
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Image 3: Stratigraphy of disturbed test pit over gravel driveway to confirm ground conditions. 

 

Image 4: Stratigraphy of disturbed test pit over gravel driveway to confirm ground conditions. 
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Image 5: Test pit survey at 5 m intervals, looking northwest. 

 

Image 6: Test pit survey at 5 m intervals, looking south. 
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Image 7: Test pit survey at 5 m intervals, looking east. 

 

Image 8: Test survey at 5 m intervals, looking south-southeast. 
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Image 9: Stratigraphy of excavated test pit. 

 

Image 10: Stratigraphy of excavated test pit. 
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 Michi Saagiig Historical/Background context:  
 
The traditional homelands of the Michi Saagiig (Mississauga Anishinaabeg) encompass a 
vast area of what is now known as southern Ontario. The Michi Saagiig are known as “the 
people of the big river mouths” and were also known as the “Salmon people” who occupied 
and fished the north shore of Lake Ontario where the various tributaries emptied into the 
lake. Their territories extended north into and beyond the Kawarthas as winter hunting 
grounds on which they would break off into smaller social groups for the season, hunting 
and trapping on these lands, then returning to the lakeshore in spring for the summer 
months.  
 
The Michi Saagiig were a highly mobile people, travelling vast distances to procure 
subsistence for their people. They were also known as the “Peacekeepers” among 
Indigenous nations. The Michi Saagiig homelands were located directly between two very 
powerful Confederacies: The Three Fires Confederacy to the north and the Haudenosaunee 
Confederacy to the south. They were the negotiators, the messengers, the diplomats and 
successfully mediated peace throughout this area of Ontario for countless generations.  
Michi Saagiig oral histories speak to their people being in this area of Ontario for thousands 
of years. These stories recount the “Old Ones” who spoke an ancient Algonquian dialect. 
The histories explain that the current Ojibwa language is the 5th transformation of this 
language, demonstrating a linguistic connection that spans back into deep time. The Michi 
Saagiig of today are the descendants of the ancient peoples who lived in Ontario during the 
Archaic and Paleo-Indian periods. They are the original inhabitants of southern Ontario, and 
they are still here today.  
 
The traditional territories of the Michi Saagiig span from Gananoque in the east, all along 
the north shore of Lake Ontario, west to the north shore of Lake Erie at Long Point. The 
territory spreads as far north as the tributaries that flow into these lakes, from Bancroft and 
north of the Haliburton highlands. This also includes all the tributaries that flow from the 
height of land north of Toronto like the Oak Ridges Moraine, and all of the rivers that flow 
into Lake Ontario (the Rideau, the Salmon, the Ganaraska, the Moira, the Trent, the Don, 
the Rouge, the Etobicoke, the Humber, and the Credit, as well as Wilmot and 16 Mile 
Crees) through Burlington Bay and the Niagara region including the Welland and Niagara 
Rivers, and beyond. The western side of the Michi Saagiig Nation was located around the 
Grand River which was used as a portage route as the Niagara portage was too dangerous. 
The Michi Saagiig would portage from present-day Burlington to the Grand River and travel 
south to the open water on Lake Erie 
 
Michi Saagiig oral histories also speak to the occurrence of people coming into their 
territories sometime between 800-1000 A.D. seeking to establish villages and a corn 
growing economy – these newcomers included peoples that would later be known as the 
Petun, the Tobacco, the Neutral, and the Huron-Wendat Nations. The Michi Saagiig made 
Treaties with these newcomers and granted them permission to stay with the understanding 
that they were visitors in these lands. Wampum was made to record these contracts, 
ceremonies would have bound each nation to their respective responsibilities within the 
political relationship, and these contracts would have been renewed annually (see Gitiga 
Migizi and Kapyrka 2015). These visitors were extremely successful as their corn economy 



grew as well as their populations. However, it was understood by all nations involved that 
this area of Ontario were the homeland territories of the Michi Saagiig.  
 
The Odawa Nation worked with the Michi Saagiig to meet with the Huron-Wendat, the 
Petun, Neutral, and Tobacco Nations to continue the amicable political and economic 
relationship that existed – a symbiotic relationship that was mainly policed and enforced by 
the Odawa people.  
 
Problems arose for the Michi Saagiig in the 1600s when the European way of life was 
introduced into southern Ontario. Also, around the same time, the Haudenosaunee were 
given firearms by the colonial governments in New York and Albany which ultimately made 
an expansion possible for them into Michi Saagiig territories. There began skirmishes with 
the various nations living in Ontario at the time. The Haudenosaunee engaged in fighting 
with the Huron-Wendat and between that and the onslaught of European diseases, the 
Iroquoian speaking peoples in Ontario were decimated.  
 
The onset of colonial settlement and missionary involvement severely disrupted the original 
relationships between these Indigenous Nations. Disease and warfare had a devastating 
impact upon the Indigenous peoples of Ontario, especially the large sedentary villages, 
which mostly included Iroquoian speaking peoples. The Michi Saagiig were largely able to 
avoid the devastation caused by these processes by retreating to their wintering grounds to 
the north, waiting for the smoke to clear.  
 
Often times, southern Ontario is described as being “vacant” after the dispersal of the 
Huron-Wendat peoples in 1649 (who fled east to Quebec and south to the United States). 
This is misleading as these territories remained the homelands of the Michi Saagiig Nation.  
 
The Michi Saagiig participated in eighteen treaties from 1781 to 1923 to allow the growing 
number of European settlers to establish in Ontario. Pressures from increased settlement 
forced the Michi Saagiig to slowly move into small family groups around the present day 
First Nations of the Williams Treaties.  
 

 



Michi Saagiig Elder Gitiga Migizi (2017) recounts:  
“We weren’t affected as much as the larger villages because we learned to paddle away for 
several years until everything settled down. And we came back and tried to bury the bones 
of the Huron but it was overwhelming, it was all over, there were bones all over – that is our 
story.  
 

There is a misnomer here, that this area of Ontario is not our traditional territory and that we 
came in here after the Huron-Wendat left or were defeated, but that is not true. That is a big 
misconception of our history that needs to be corrected. We are the traditional people, we 
are the ones that signed treaties with the Crown. We are recognized as the ones who 
signed these treaties and we are the ones to be dealt with officially in any matters 
concerning territory in southern Ontario.  
 
We had peacemakers go to the Haudenosaunee and live amongst them in order to change 
their ways. We had also diplomatically dealt with some of the strong chiefs to the north and 
tried to make peace as much as possible. So we are very important in terms of keeping the 
balance of relationships in harmony.  
 
Some of the old leaders recognized that it became increasingly difficult to keep the peace 
after the Europeans introduced guns. But we still continued to meet, we still continued to 
have some wampum which doesn’t mean we negated our territory or gave up our territory – 
we did not do that. We still consider ourselves a sovereign nation despite legal challenges 
against that. We still view ourselves as a nation and the government must negotiate from 
that basis.”  The Michi Saagiig have always been in Southern Ontario, and they remain here 
to this day. 
 
**This historical context was prepared by Gitiga Migizi, a respected Elder and Knowledge 
Keeper of the Michi Saagiig nation.**  

 
Publication reference:  
Gitiga Migizi and Julie Kapyrka  
2015 Before, During, and After: Mississauga Presence in the Kawarthas. In Peterborough 

Archaeology, Dirk Verhulst, editor, pp.127-136. Peterborough, Ontario: Peterborough Chapter of 

the Ontario Archaeological Society. 
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Executive Summary 

The Executive Summary highlights key points from the report only; for complete information and findings the 

reader should examine the complete report.  

The Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) retained WSP Canada Inc. (WSP) to undertake the Detail Design 

and Class Environmental Assessment for the widening of Highway 7 from approximately 900 m west of Angeline 

Street to approximately 750 m east of Highway 35, in the City of Kawartha Lakes (“Project”). To facilitate this 

project, Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) was retained by WSP to undertake a Stage 1 and 2 archaeological 

assessment for a 0.031 ha parcel (310 m²) at the southeast corner of the Highway 7 and Angeline Street South 

(“project area”). The project area is located within part of Lot 15, Concession 5, in the Geographic Township of 

Ops, former County of Victoria, now in the City of Kawartha Lakes. The project is being assessed in accordance 

with the MTO Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000) as a Group B 

undertaking. 

Background research determined the project area to have archaeological potential for both pre-contact and post-

contact archaeological resources based on the presence or proximity of soil types conducive to human habitation, 

historical features, and previously identified archaeological site.  

A negative indicator of archaeological potential is extensive below-grade land disturbance. Disturbance 

associated with a gravel driveway was encountered. The remainder of the project area was subjected to a test pit 

survey at 5 m intervals. No archaeological resources were identified within the project area. 

Given the Stage 2 assessment did not identify any archaeological resources, Golder recommends:  

1) No further archaeological assessment of the project area.  

The Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism, and Culture Industries (MHSTCI) is asked to review the results and 

recommendations presented herein and accept this report into the Provincial Register of archaeological reports. 

The MHSTCI is also asked to provide a letter concurring with the results presented herein.  
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Study Limitations 

Golder has prepared this report in a manner consistent with that level of care and skill ordinarily exercised by 

members of the archaeological profession currently practicing under similar conditions in the jurisdiction in which 

the services are provided, subject to the time limits and physical constraints applicable to this report. No other 

warranty expressed or implied is made. 

This report has been prepared for the specific site, design objective, developments, and purpose described to 

Golder by WSP Canada Inc. (the Client). The factual data, interpretations, and recommendations pertain to a 

specific project as described in this report and are not applicable to any other project or site location. 

The information, recommendations, and opinions expressed in this report are for the sole benefit of the Client and 

MTO. No other party may use or rely on this report or any portion thereof without Golder’s express written 

consent. If the report was prepared to be included for a specific permit application process, then upon the 

reasonable request of the Client, Golder may authorize in writing the use of this report by the regulatory agency 

as an Approved User for the specific and identified purpose of the applicable permit review process. Any other 

use of this report by others is prohibited and is without responsibility to Golder. The report, all plans, data, 

drawings, and other documents as well as electronic media prepared by Golder are considered its professional 

work product and shall remain the copyright property of Golder, who authorizes only the Client and Approved 

Users to make copies of the report, but only in such quantities as are reasonably necessary for the use of the 

report by those parties. The Client and Approved Users may not give, lend, sell, or otherwise make available the 

report or any portion thereof to any other party without the express written permission of Golder. The Client 

acknowledges that electronic media is susceptible to unauthorized modification, deterioration, and incompatibility 

and therefore the Client cannot rely upon the electronic media versions of Golder’s report or other work products. 

Unless otherwise stated, the suggestions, recommendations, and opinions given in this report are intended only 

for the guidance of the Client in the design of the specific project. 

Special risks occur whenever archaeological investigations are applied to identify subsurface conditions and even 

a comprehensive investigation, sampling and testing program may fail to detect all or certain archaeological 

resources. The sampling strategies incorporated in this study, if any, comply with those identified in the Ministry of 

Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Cultural Industries 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists. 
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1.0 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 Development Context 

The Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) retained WSP Canada Inc. (WSP) to undertake the Detail Design 

and Class Environmental Assessment for the widening of Highway 7 from approximately 900 m west of Angeline 

Street to approximately 750 m east of Highway 35, in the City of Kawartha Lakes (“Project”). To facilitate this 

project, Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) was retained by WSP to undertake a Stage 1 and 2 archaeological 

assessment for a 0.031 ha parcel (310 m²) at the southeast corner of the Highway 7 and Angeline Street South 

(“project area”). The project area is located within part of Lot 15, Concession 5, in the Geographic Township of 

Ops, former County of Victoria, now in the City of Kawartha Lakes Map 1. The project is being assessed in 

accordance with the MTO Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000) as a 

Group B undertaking. 

The Stage 1 and 2 archaeological assessment was conducted under professional archaeological consultant 

licensee issued to Ragavan Nithiyanantham (P390). Permission to access the project area to conduct all required 

archaeological fieldwork activities, including the recovery of artifacts was granted to Golder by WSP. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of a Stage 1 and 2 archaeological assessment, as outlined by the 2011 Standards and Guidelines 

for Consultant Archaeologists published by the Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture Industries 

(MHSTCI) (2011), are as follows: 

 to provide information about the project area’s geography, history, previous archaeological fieldwork and 

current land condition 

 to evaluate in detail the project area’s archaeological potential, which will support recommendations for 

Stage 2 survey for all or parts of the project area 

 to document archaeological resources on the project area 

 to determine whether the property contains archaeological resources requiring further assessment 

 to recommend appropriate Stage 3 assessment strategies for archaeological sites identified 

1.3 Historical Context 

To establish the historical context of the project area, a review of the geological history as well as the pre-contact 

Indigenous and historical Euro-Canadian settlement history was undertaken. This information is presented below 

in chronological order and is primarily based on data collected by academic and consulting archaeologists. In 

addition, Traditional knowledge provided by engaged communities have been summarized and incorporated into 

the relevant sections below. The exact sources provided by and written by the engaged communities have been 

included as supporting documentation in Appendix A.  

The intent of the following sections is to provide the information as available at the time of report production. 

1.3.1 Traditional Knowledge 

Golder acknowledges the value of traditional knowledge and oral history and how it contributes to the 

consideration of archaeological potential and understanding of culture history. Traditional knowledge can fill in 

knowledge gaps in Western systems and has valuable contributions to archaeology as a science.  
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The term “traditional” recognizes the long history that Indigenous peoples have with the land and differentiates its 

use from that of non-Indigenous users. This term is not meant to imply that Indigenous use of lands and resources 

only occurred in the past, rather the inclusion of traditional knowledge in reporting by Indigenous peoples aims to 

gain a further understanding of the importance of the land to them. 

It is recognized that the relationship between Indigenous communities and their lands is a symbiotic one and the 

health of the community is tied to the health of the land. As such, what happens to lands in relation to use, 

development, ecosystems, and sustainability is of fundamental importance to the communities.  

Golder acknowledges that oral histories provided by one Indigenous community may not necessarily reflect the 

views of another Indigenous community.  

A history of Michi Saagiig prepared by Gidigaa Migizi, a respected Elder and Knowledge Keeper of the Michi 

Saagiig Nation is provided in APPENDIX A. 

1.3.2 Pre-Contact Indigenous Period 

The general culture and tool tradition history of the Indigenous pre-contact period of southern Ontario is 

summarised in Table 1 and is based largely on Ellis and Ferris (1990). 

Table 1: Overview of Pre-Contact Cultural Chronology of Southern Ontario 

Period Time Period Characteristics 

Paleo 

 
Early 

10,950 – 10,350 BP Gainey, Barnes and Crowfield traditions; 

small bands; mobile hunters and gatherers; 

utilization of seasonal resources and large 

territories; fluted projectiles 

Late 

10,350 – 9,950 BP Holcombe, Hi-Lo and Lanceolate biface 

traditions; continuing mobility; campsite/way-

station sites; smaller territories are utilized; 

non-fluted projectiles 

Archaic 

 

Early 

9,950 – 7,950 BP Side-notched, Corner-notched (Nettling, 

Thebes) and Bifurcate Base traditions; 

growing diversity of stone tool types; heavy 

woodworking tools appear (e.g., ground stone 

axes and chisels) 

Middle 

7,950 – 4,450 BP  Stemmed (Kirk, Stanly/Neville), Brewerton 

side- and corner-notched traditions; reliance 

on local resources; populations increasing; 

more ritual activities; fully ground and 

polished tools; net-sinkers common; earliest 

copper tools 

Late 

4,450 – 2,900 BP Narrow Point (Lamoka), Broad Point 

(Genesee) and Small Point (Crawford Knoll) 

traditions; less mobility; use of fish-weirs; 

formal cemeteries appear; stone pipes 
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Period Time Period Characteristics 

emerge; long-distance trade (marine shells 

and galena) 

Woodland 

 
Early 

2,900 – 2,350 BP Meadowood tradition; cord-roughened 

ceramics emerge; Meadowood cache blades 

and side-notched points; bands of up to 35 

people 

Middle 

2,350 – 1,400 BP Saugeen tradition; stamped ceramics appear; 

Saugeen projectile points; cobble spall 

scrapers; Seasonal settlements and resource 

utilization; post holes, hearths, middens, 

cemeteries and rectangular structures 

identified 

Transitional 

1,400 – 1,050 BP Princess Point tradition; cord roughening, 

impressed lines, and punctate designs on 

pottery; adoption of maize horticulture at the 

western end of Lake Ontario; oval houses 

and ‘incipient’ longhouses; first palisades; 

villages with up to 75 people 

Late 

1,050 – 650 BP Early – Glen Meyer tradition; settled village-

life based on agriculture; small villages (0.4 

ha) with 75–200 people and 4–5 longhouses; 

semi-permanent settlements 

650 – 550 BP Middle – Uren and Middleport traditions; 

classic longhouses emerge; larger villages 

(1.2 ha) with up to 600 people; more 

permanent settlements (30 years) 

550 – 350 BP Late – Larger villages (1.7 ha); examples up 

to 5 ha with 2,500 people; extensive 

croplands; hamlets, cabins, camps and 

cemeteries; potential tribal units; fur trade 

begins ca. 1580; European trade goods 

appear 

 

1.3.2.1 Paleo Period  

Occupation of south-central Ontario became possible just after the end of the Wisconsin Glacial Period. Although 

there were a complex series of ice retreats and advances which played a large role in shaping the local 

topography, south-central Ontario was finally ice free by 12,500 years ago.  
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The first human settlement can be traced back 11,000 years, when this area was settled by Indigenous groups 

that had been living south of the Great Lakes. The period of these early Indigenous inhabitants is known as the 

Paleo Period (Ellis and Deller 1990). The Paleo period marks the beginning of human settlement in southern 

Ontario. It is characterized by small bands of nomadic hunter-gatherers who largely depended on the communal 

hunting of big game such as caribou, and possible mammoth and/or mastodon. This early period of occupation is 

divided into early and late phases, which span from ca. 10,950 – 9,950 BP (Ellis and Deller 1990) and from ca. 

10,350 -9,950 BP (Jackson 2004), respectively. 

Our current understanding of settlement patterns of Early Paleo peoples suggests that small bands, consisting of 

probably no more than 25 to 35 individuals, followed a pattern of seasonal mobility extending over large territories 

(Ellis and Deller 1990). Early Paleo sites tend to be in elevated locations on well-drained loamy soils. Many of the 

known sites were located on former beach ridges associated with glacial lakes. There are a few extremely large 

Early Paleo sites, such as one located close to Parkhill, Ontario, which covered as much as six hectares. It 

appears that these sites were formed when the same general locations were occupied for short periods of time 

over the course of many years. Given their placement in locations conducive to the interception of migratory 

mammals such as caribou, it has been suggested that they may represent communal hunting camps. There are 

also smaller Early Paleo camps scattered throughout the interior of southwestern and south-central Ontario, 

usually situated adjacent to wetlands. 

The most recent research suggests that population densities were very low during the Early Paleo Period (Ellis 

and Deller 1990:54). Archaeological examples of Early Paleo sites are rare. 

The Late Paleo Period (10,350 – 9,950 BP) has been less researched and is consequently more poorly 

understood. By this time, the environment of south-central Ontario was coming to be dominated by closed 

coniferous forests with some minor deciduous elements. It seems that many of the large game species that had 

been hunted in the early part of the Paleo Period had either moved further north, or as in the case of the 

mastodons and mammoths, become extinct. 

Like the early Paleo peoples, late Paleo-peoples covered large territories as they moved about in response to 

seasonal resource fluctuations. On a province-wide basis, Late Paleo projectile points are far more common than 

Early Paleo materials, suggesting a relative increase in population. 

The end of the Late Paleo Period was heralded by numerous technological and cultural innovations that appeared 

throughout the Archaic Period. These innovations may be best explained in relation to the dynamic nature of the 

post-glacial environment and region-wide population increases. 

1.3.2.2 Archaic Period  

During the Early Archaic Period (9, 950 – 7,950 BP) (8000 – 6000 B.C.), the jack and red pine forests that 

characterized the Late Paleo environment were replaced by forests dominated by white pine with some 

associated deciduous trees (Ellis et al. 1990:68-69). One of the more notable changes in the Early Archaic Period 

is the appearance of side and corner-notched projectile points. Other significant innovations include the 

introduction of ground stone tools such as celts and axes, suggesting the beginnings of a simple woodworking 

industry. The presence of these often large and not easily portable tools suggests there may have been some 

reduction in the degree of seasonal movement, although it is still suspected that population densities were quite 

low, and band territories large. 

During the Middle Archaic Period (7,950 – 4,450 BP) (6000 – 2500 B.C.) the trend to more diverse toolkits 

continued, as the presence of netsinkers suggest that fishing was becoming an important aspect of the 

subsistence economy. It was also at this time that "bannerstones" were first manufactured. 
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Bannerstones are carefully crafted ground stone devices that served as a counterbalance for atlatls or spear 

throwers. Another characteristic of the Middle Archaic Period is an increased reliance on local, often poorer 

quality, chert resources for the manufacturing of projectile points and other stone tools. It seems that during earlier 

periods, when groups occupied large territories, it was possible for them to visit a primary outcrop of high-quality 

chert at least once during their seasonal round. However, during the Middle Archaic Period, groups inhabited 

smaller territories that often did not encompass a source of high-quality raw material. In these instances, lower 

quality materials which had been deposited by the glaciers in the local till and river gravels were utilized. 

This reduction in territory size was probably the result of gradual region-wide population growth which led to the 

infilling of the landscape. This process forced a reorganization of Indigenous subsistence practices, as more 

people had to be supported from the resources of a smaller area. During the latter part of the Middle Archaic 

Period, technological innovations such as fish weirs have been documented as well as stone tools especially 

designed for the preparation of wild plant foods. 

It is also during the latter part of the Middle Archaic Period that long-distance trade routes began to develop, 

spanning the northeastern part of the continent. In particular, native copper tools manufactured from a source 

located northwest of Lake Superior were being widely traded (Ellis et al. 1990:66). By 3500 B.C. the local 

environment had stabilized and began to reflect the more modern landscape (Ellis et al. 1990:69). 

During the Late Archaic Period (4,450 – 2,900 BP) (2500 – 950 B.C.) the trend towards decreased territory size 

and a broadening subsistence strategy continued. Late Archaic sites are far more numerous than either Early or 

Middle Archaic sites, and it seems that the local population had expanded. It is during the Late Archaic Period that 

the first true cemeteries appear. Before this time individuals were interred close to the location where they died. 

During the Late Archaic Period, if an individual died while his or her group happened to be at some distance from 

their group cemetery, the bones would be kept until they could be placed in the cemetery. Consequently, it is not 

unusual to find disarticulated skeletons, or even skeletons lacking minor elements such as fingers, toes or ribs, in 

Late Archaic burial pits. 

The appearance of cemeteries during the Late Archaic Period has been interpreted as a response to increased 

population densities and competition between local groups for access to resources. It is argued that cemeteries 

would have provided strong symbolic claims over a local territory and its resources. These cemeteries are often 

located on heights of well-drained sandy/gravel soils adjacent to major watercourses. 

This suggestion of increased territoriality is also consistent with the regionalized variation present in Late Archaic 

Period projectile point styles. It was during the Late Archaic Period that distinct local styles of projectile points 

appear. Also, it was during the Late Archaic Period that trade networks which had been established during the 

Middle Archaic Period continued to flourish. Native copper from northern Ontario and marine shell artifacts from 

as far away as the Mid-Atlantic coast are frequently encountered as grave goods at Southern Ontario sites. Other 

artifacts such as polished stone pipes and banded slate gorgets also appear on Late Archaic sites in Southern 

Ontario. One of the more unusual and interesting of the Late Archaic Period artifacts is the birdstone, which are 

small, bird-like effigies usually manufactured from green banded slate. 

1.3.2.3 Woodland Period 

The Early Woodland Period (2,900 – 2,350 BP) (950 – 400 B.C.) is distinguished from the Late Archaic Period 

primarily by the addition of ceramic technology. While the introduction of pottery provides a useful demarcation 

point for archaeologists, it may have made less difference in the lives of the Early Woodland peoples. The first 

pots were thick walled, and friable. It has been suggested that they were used in the processing of nut oils by 

boiling crushed nut fragments in water and skimming off the oil. These vessels were not easily portable, and 

individual pots likely did not have a long use life. There have also been numerous Early Woodland sites located at 
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which no pottery was found, suggesting that these poorly constructed undecorated vessels had yet to assume a 

central position in the day-to-day lives of Early Woodland peoples. 

Other than the introduction of this limited ceramic technology, the lifeways of Early Woodland peoples show a 

great deal of continuity with the preceding Late Archaic Period. For instance, birdstones continue to be 

manufactured, although the Early Woodland varieties have "pop-eyes" which protrude from the sides of their 

heads. 

Likewise, the thin, well-made projectile points which were produced during the terminal part of the Archaic Period 

continue in use. However, the Early Woodland Period variants were side-notched rather than corner-notched, 

giving them a slightly altered and distinctive appearance. 

The trade networks which were established in the Middle and Late Archaic Periods also continued to function, 

although there does not appear to have been as much trade in marine shell during the Early Woodland Period. 

During the last 200 years of the Early Woodland Period, projectile points manufactured from high quality raw 

materials from the American Midwest begin to appear on sites in southwestern Ontario. 

In terms of settlement and subsistence patterns, the Middle Woodland Period (2,350 – 1,400 BP) (400 B.C. – 500 

A.D.) provides a major point of departure from the Archaic and Early Woodland Periods. While Middle Woodland 

peoples still relied on hunting and gathering to meet their subsistence requirements, fish were becoming an even 

more important part of the diet. 

In addition, Middle Woodland peoples relied much more extensively on ceramic technology. Middle Woodland 

vessels are often heavily decorated with hastily impressed designs covering the entire exterior surface and upper 

portion of the vessel interior. Consequently, even very small fragments of Middle Woodland vessels are easily 

identifiable. 

It is also at the beginning of the Middle Woodland Period that rich, densely occupied sites appear along the 

margins of major rivers and lakes. While these areas had been utilized by earlier peoples, Middle Woodland sites 

are significantly different in that the same location was occupied off and on for as long as several hundred years 

and large deposits of artifacts often accumulated. Unlike earlier seasonally utilized locations, these Middle 

Woodland sites appear to have functioned as base camps, occupied off and on over the course of the year. There 

are also numerous small upland Middle Woodland sites, many of which can be interpreted as special purpose 

camps from which localized resource patches were exploited. This shift towards a greater degree of sedentism 

continues the trend witnessed from at least Middle Archaic times and provides a prelude to the developments that 

follow during the Late Woodland Period. 

The Late Woodland began with a shift in settlement and subsistence patterns involving an increasing reliance on 

corn horticulture (Fox 1990:185; Smith 1990; Williamson 1990:312). Corn may have been introduced into 

southwestern Ontario from the American Midwest as early as 600 A.D. or a few centuries before. Corn did not 

become a dietary staple, however, until at least three to four hundred years later, when the cultivation of corn 

gradually spread into south-central and southeastern Ontario. 

During the Transitional Woodland Period, particularly within the Princess Point Complex (circa 1,450 -900 BP) 

(circa AD 500-1050), a number of archaeological material changes have been noted including the appearance of 

triangular projectile point styles, first seen during this period beginning with the Levanna form; cord-wrapped stick 

decorated ceramics using the paddle and anvil forming technique evolving from the mainly coil-manufactured and 

dentate stamped and pseudo-scallop shell impressed ceramics; and if not appearance, increasing use of maize 

(Zea mays) as a food source (e.g., Bursey 1995; Crawford et al. 1997; Ferris and Spence 1995:103; Martin 2004 

[2007]; Ritchie 1971:31-32; Spence et al. 1990; Williamson 1990:299).  
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The Late Woodland Period is widely accepted as the beginning of agricultural life ways in south-central Ontario. 

Researchers have suggested that a warming trend during this time may have encouraged the spread of maize 

into southern Ontario, providing a greater number of frost-free days (Stothers and Yarnell 1977). Further, shifts in 

the location of sites have also been identified with an emphasis on riverine, lacustrine and wetland occupations 

set against a more diffuse use of the landscape during the Middle Woodland (Dieterman 2001).  

One such site, located on the Grand River near Cayuga, Ontario is the Grand Banks site (AfGx-3). As of 1997, 

40 maize kernels and 29 cupules had been recovered at this site (Crawford et al. 1997). The earliest AMS 

radiocarbon assay run on maize from paleosol II produced a date of approximately AD 500 (Crawford et al. 

1997:116). This site is interpreted as a long-term basecamp that may have been used year-round or nearly year-

round (Crawford and Smith 1996:785). This growing sedentism is seen as a departure from Middle Woodland 

hunting and gathering and may reflect growing investment in the care of garden plots of maize (Smith 1997:15). 

The riverine location of Grand Banks (AfGx-3) may have also provided light, nutrient-rich soil for agriculture 

(Crawford et al. 1997). While Levanna projectile points are formal tools, Princess Point Complex toolkits are 

predominantly characterized by informal or expedient flake tools and ground stone and bone artifacts are rare 

(Ferris and Spence 1995:103; Shen 2000). At Grand Banks, experimental archaeology suggests that chert flakes 

were put to a variety of useful tasks, from butchering to bone-working to wood-working to plant-working. Formal 

bifaces and projectile points had less evidence of usewear (Shen 2000). Local cherts appear to have been used, 

although Onondaga, albeit also a local resource, was preferred at Grand Banks (AfGx-3) (Shen 1997). 

The first agricultural villages in southern Ontario date to the 10th century A.D. Unlike the riverine base camps of 

the Middle Woodland Period, these sites are located in the uplands, on well-drained sandy soils.  

Village sites dating between 1,050 – 650 BP (900 and 1300 AD). share many attributes with the historically 

reported early Late Woodland sites, including the presence of longhouses and sometimes palisades. However, 

these early longhouses were actually not all that large, averaging only 12.4 m in length (Dodd et al. 1990:349; 

Williamson 1990:304-305). It is also quite common to find the outlines of overlapping house structures, suggesting 

that these villages were occupied long enough to necessitate re-building. 

The Jesuits reported that the Huron moved their villages once every 10 – 15 years, when the nearby soils had 

been depleted by farming and conveniently collected firewood grew scarce (Pearce 2010). It seems likely that 

early Late Woodland people occupied their villages for considerably longer, as they relied less heavily on corn 

than did later groups, and their villages were much smaller, placing less demand on nearby resources. 

Judging by the presence of carbonized corn kernels and cob fragments recovered from sub-floor storage pits, 

agriculture was becoming a vital part of the early Late Woodland economy. However, it had not reached the level 

of importance it would in the middle and late Woodland Periods. There is ample evidence to suggest that more 

traditional resources continued to be exploited and comprised a large part of the subsistence economy. 

Seasonally occupied special purpose sites relating to deer procurement, nut collection, and fishing activities, have 

all been identified. While beans are known to have been cultivated later in the Late Woodland Period, they have 

yet to be identified on early Late Woodland Period sites.  

The middle Late Woodland Period (650 – 550 BP) witnessed several interesting developments in terms of 

settlement patterns and artifact assemblages. Changes in ceramic styles have been carefully documented, 

allowing the placement of sites in the first or second half of this 100-year period. Moreover, villages, which 

averaged approximately 0.6 ha in extent during the early Late Woodland Period, now consistently range between 

one and two hectares in size. 
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House lengths also change dramatically, more than doubling to an average of 30 m, while houses of up to 45 m 

have been documented. This increase in longhouse length has been variously interpreted.  

The simplest possibility is that increased house length is the result of a gradual, natural increase in population 

(Dodd et al. 1990:323, 350, 357; Smith 1990). However, this does not account for the sudden shift in longhouse 

lengths around 1300 A.D. Other possible explanations involve changes in economic and socio-political 

organization (Dodd et al. 1990:357). One suggestion is that during the middle Late Woodland Period small 

villages were amalgamating to form larger communities for mutual defence (Dodd et al. 1990:357). If this was the 

case, the more successful military leaders may have been able to absorb some of the smaller family groups into 

their households, thereby requiring longer structures. This hypothesis draws support from the fact that some sites 

had up to seven rows of palisades, indicating at least an occasional need for strong defensive measures. There 

are, however, other middle Late Woodland villages which had no palisades present (Dodd et al. 1990). More 

research is required to evaluate these competing interpretations. 

The lay-out of houses within villages also changes dramatically by 650 BP. During the early Late Woodland 

Period villages were haphazardly planned, with houses oriented in various directions. During the middle Late 

Woodland Period villages are organized into two or more discrete groups of tightly spaced, parallel aligned, 

longhouses. It has been suggested that this change in village organization may indicate the initial development of 

the clans which were a characteristic of the historically known Late Woodland peoples (Dodd et al. 1990:358).  

During the late Late Woodland period, the Iroquoian-speaking linguistic and cultural groups developed. Prior to 

European Contact, neighbouring Iroquois-speaking communities united to form several confederacies known as 

the Huron (Huron-Wendat), Neutral (called Attiewandaron by the Wendat), Petun (Tionnontaté or 

Khionontateronon) in Ontario, and the Five Nations (later Six Nations) of the Iroquois (Haudenosaunee) of upper 

New York State (Birch 2010:31; Warrick 2013:71). These groups are located primarily in south and central 

Ontario. Each group was distinct but shared a similar pattern of life already established by the 16th century 

(Trigger 1994:42).  

Prior to European contact, the geographic distribution of pre-contact Late Woodland sites describes two major 

groups east and west of the Niagara Escarpment: the ancestral Attiewandaron to the west, and the ancestral 

Huron-Wendat to the east (Warrick 2000:446). Ancestral Huron-Wendat villages have been located as far east as 

the Trent River watershed, where “concentrations of sites occur in the areas of the Humber River valley, the 

Rouge and Duffin Creek valleys, the lower Trent valley, Lake Scugog, the upper Trent River and Simcoe County” 

(Ramsden 1990:363). These concentrations are distributed in a triangular area along the north shore of Lake 

Ontario and northward bounded by the Trent River system and the Niagara Escarpment (Ramsden 1990:363).  

The Huron-Wendat used multiple trails, portage and watercourse routes throughout their territory to travel from 

the north shores of Lake Ontario inland to the upper Great Lakes. These trail systems included the Toronto 

Carrying Place Trail. It was an ancient highway in use for hundreds of years by many groups and was a crucial 

trade and travel route. The Toronto Carrying Place trail had two branches: the Rouge River branch, and the 

Humber River Branch. Both branches trailed from Lake Ontario over the Oak Ridges Moraine and up the Holland 

River into Lake Simcoe (Robinson 1965:6-8; TRCA 2007:9). 

Settlement types included longhouses, house sizes depended on the size of the extended family that inhabited it; 

however, archaeological evidence suggests that the average longhouse was 25 feet by 100 feet, with heights 

about the same as widths (Heidenreich 1978:366). Village size gradually enlarged as horticulture began to take 

on a more central importance in subsistence patterns, particularly the farming of maize, squash, and beans, 

supplemented by fishing, hunting, and gathering.  
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Sites were chosen for their proximity to sources of “water, arable soils, available firewood, [and] a young 

secondary forest, [as well as] a defendable position” (Heidenreich 1978:375). Later villages consisted of up to 100 

longhouses clustered closely together, and only the largest villages on the frontier were fortified (Heidenreich 

1978:377).  

Subsistence patterns reflect a horticultural diet that was supplemented with fish rather than red meat (Heidenreich 

1978:377). ‘Slash-and-burn’ farming was used to quickly and efficiently clear trees and brushwood for flour and 

flint corn fields (Heidenreich 1978: 380). These were consistently cultivated until no longer productive, at which 

point the village was abandoned, an event that took place about every 8 to 12 years (Heidenreich 1978:381). 

Consequently, as horticulture became the primary mode of subsistence, pre-contact Indigenous groups gradually 

relocated from the northern shores of Lake Ontario to further inland, likely as a result of depleting resources and 

growing tension between Indigenous communities. 

1.3.3 Contact Period 

Detailed ethno-historical records left by explorers, Jesuit missionaries, and fur traders provide a history of Euro-

Canadian involvement in territory identified as Huron-Wendat. By 1609, Samuel de Champlain had encountered 

the Huron-Wendat north of Lake Simcoe, and desiring greater quantities of furs, the French initiated a trading 

relationship with the Huron-Wendat (Trigger 1994:68; Heidenreich 1978:386). By mid-1620, the Huron-Wendat 

had exhausted all available pelts in their own hunting territories and opted to trade European goods for tobacco 

and furs from their neighbours (Trigger 1994:49-50). 

By 1645, with reduced pelts resource within their territory, conflict arose between the Haudenosaunee and Huron-

Wendat Confederacy (Trigger 1994:53). Armed with Dutch guns and ammunition, the Haudenosaunee engaged 

in warfare with the Huron-Wendat Confederacy (Trigger 1994:53). After the battles of 1649-50, the Huron-Wendat 

Confederacy dispersed widely across the Great Lakes region, where “for the next forty years, the Haudenosaunee 

used present-day Ontario to secure furs with the Dutch, then with the English” (Schmalz 1991:17; Smith 2013:19). 

1.3.4 Post-Contact Period 

Although their territory was located south of the lower Great Lakes, the Haudenosaunee controlled most of 

southern Ontario after the 1660s, occupying at “least half a dozen villages along the north shore of Lake Ontario 

and into the interior” (Schmalz 1991:17; Williamson 2013:60). The Haudenosaunee established “settlements at 

strategic locations along the trade routes inland from the north shore of Lake Ontario. Their settlements were on 

canoe-and-portage routes that linked Lake Ontario to Georgian Bay and the upper Great Lakes” (Williamson 

2013:60). The Haudenosaunee had established a village named Ganatsekwyagon at the mouth of the Rouge 

River, and Teiaiagon at a bend near the mouth of the Humber River to exploit both branches of the Toronto 

Carrying Place Trail (Robinson 1965:15-16; Schmalz 1991:29). Because of the French being allies of the Huron-

Wendat, the Haudenosaunee prevented French explorers and missionaries from utilizing the St. Lawrence River 

and traveling within their territory north of Lake Ontario (Lajeunesse 1960:xxix).  

At this time, several Algonquin-speaking linguistic and cultural groups within the Anishinaabeg (or Anishinaabe) 

began to challenge the Haudenosaunee dominance in the region (Johnston 2004:9-10; Gibson 2006:36). The 

Anishinaabeg were originally located primarily in northern Ontario. Before contact with the Europeans, the Ojibwa 

territorial homeland was situated inland from the north shore of Lake Huron (MNCFN nd:3). The English referred 

to those Algonquin-speaking linguistic and cultural groups that settled in the area bounded by Lakes Ontario, Erie, 

and Huron as Chippewas or Ojibwas (Smith 2002:107). In 1640, the Jesuit fathers had recorded the name 

“oumisagai, or Mississaugas, as the name of an Algonquin group near the Mississagi River on the northwestern 

shore of Lake Huron. The French, and later English applied this same designation to all Algonquian [-speaking 

groups] settling on the north shore of Lake Ontario” (Smith 2002:107; Smith 2013:19-20). “The term ‘Mississauga’ 
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perplexed the Algonquins, or Ojibwas, on the north shore of Lake Ontario, who knew themselves as the 

Anishinaabeg” (Smith 2013:20). 

After a major smallpox epidemic and combined with the capture of New Netherland by the British, access to guns 

and powder became increasingly restricted for the Haudenosaunee. After a series of successful attacks against 

the Haudenosaunee by groups within the Anishinaabeg from 1653 to 1662, the Haudenosaunee dominance in the 

region began to fail (Warrick 2008:242; Schmalz 1991:20). Prior to 1680, groups within the Anishinaabeg had 

begun to settle just north of the evacuated Huron-Wendat territory and with the British entering the fur-trading 

market, began to expand further into southern Ontario (Gibson 2006:36; Schmalz 1991:18). By the 1690s, 

Haudenosaunee settlements along the northern shores of Lake Ontario were abandoned (Williamson 2013:60). 

By 1701, after a series of battles throughout Ontario, the Anishinaabeg replaced the Haudenosaunee in southern 

Ontario (Gibson 2006:37; Schmalz 1991:27-29; Coyne 1895:28). 

In 1701, representatives of several groups within the Anishinaabeg and the Haudenosaunee, collectively known 

as the First Nations, assembled in Montreal to participate in Great Peace negotiations, sponsored by the French 

(Johnston 2004:10; Trigger 2004:58). The Mississaugas secured sole possession of the territory along and 

extending northward of Lake Ontario and Lake Erie (Hathaway 1930:433).  

From 1701 to the fall of New France in 1759, the fur trade continued in Ontario with both the Ojibwa and 

Mississauga and various other groups within the Anishinaabeg trading with both the English and the French. 

Subsistence patterns include a primary focus on hunting, fishing, and gathering with little focus on agriculture 

(McMillian and Yellowhorn 2004:110). Groups within the Anishinaabeg, such as the Ojibwa and Mississauga, 

utilized housing known as a wigwam, a temporary and moveable structure that was easy to construct and 

disassemble, allowing them to travel swiftly throughout their territory (McMillian and Yellowhorn 2004:111).  

The Seven Years War brought warfare between the French and British in North America. In 1763, the Royal 

Proclamation declared the Seven Years War over, giving the British control of New France. The British did not 

earn the respect of the Anishinaabeg, as the British did not honour fair trade nor the Anishinaabeg occupancy of 

the land as the French had. Consequently, the Pontiac Uprising, also known as the Beaver Wars, began that 

same year (Schmalz 1991:70; Johnston 2004:13-14). This uprising involved both groups within the 

Haudenosaunee and groups within the Anishinaabeg. After numerous attacks on the British, the Pontiac Uprising 

was over by 1766 when a peace agreement was concluded with Sir William Johnson, the Superintendent of 

Indian Affairs (Schmalz 1991:81). The fur-trade continued throughout southern Ontario until the beginning of 

British colonization. 

The project area is within the Rice Lake Purchase (Treaty 20) and in the traditional territory of the Michi Saagiig 

and Chippewa Nations, collectively known as the Williams Treaties First Nations, including the Mississaugas of 

Alderville First Nation, Curve Lake First Nation, Hiawatha First Nation, Scugog Island First Nation and the 

Chippewas of Beausoleil First Nation, Georgina Island First Nation, and the Rama First Nation (Williams Treaties 

First Nation 2017). The Rice Lake Purchase on 5 November 1818 provided for the northward expansion of Euro-

Canadian settlement in Upper Canada. Signed by representatives of the Crown and certain Anishinaabe peoples, 

this treaty is the last of three Upper Canadian treaties signed with Anishinaabe peoples in what is now central 

southern Ontario (Ministry of Indigenous Affairs 2020). 

The following summarized text is based on an account by Gidigaa Migizi, a respected Elder and Knowledge 

Keeper of the Michi Saagiig Nation, provided to Golder by Julia Kapyrka of Curve Lake First Nation. The Michi 

Saagiig (Mississauga Anishinaabeg) participated in 18 treaties, including the Williams Treaty, from 1781-1923 

allowing the growing number of European settlers to establish in Ontario. The Michi Saagiig retain jurisdiction over 

the lands to which the Treaties apply. According to their laws and customs, the management and stewardship of 
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the lands was bequeathed to them by the Creator and not surrendered by Treaty; rather, the Treaty solidified their 

land management system.  

Pressures from increased settlement forced the Michi Saagiig to slowly move into small family groups around the 

present-day communities: Curve Lake First Nation, Hiawatha First Nation, Alderville First Nation, Scugog Island 

First Nation, New Credit First Nation, and Mississauga First Nation.  

While the project area falls within the Rice lake Purchase (Treaty 20) and the Michi Saagiig have jurisdiction over 

Treaty land, traditional land also holds importance. The view of the Michi Saagiig is that their traditional 

homelands encompass a vast area of what is now known as southern and south-central Ontario.  

As Kapyrka (2015) writes, the Michi Saagiig are known as “the people of the big river mouths” and were also 

known as the “Salmon People” who occupied and fished the north shore of Lake Ontario where the various 

tributaries emptied into the lake. Their territories extended north into and beyond the Kawarthas as winter hunting 

grounds on which they would break off into smaller social groups for the season, hunting and trapping on these 

lands, then returning to the lakeshore in spring for the summer months. Kapyrka adds that the traditional 

territories of the Michi Saagiig span from Gananoque in the east, all along the north shore of Lake Ontario, west to 

the north shore of Lake Erie at Long Point. The territory spreads as far north as the tributaries that flow into these 

lakes, from Bancroft and north of Haliburton highlands. This also includes all the tributaries that flow from the 

height of land north of Toronto like the Oak Ridges Moraine, and all of the rivers that flow into Lake Ontario (the 

Rideau, the Salmon, the Ganaraska, the Moira, the Trent, the Don, the Rouge, the Etobicoke, the Humber, and 

the Credit, as well as Wilmot and 16 Mile Creeks) through Burlington Bay and the Niagara region including the 

Grand River which was used as a portage route as the Niagara portage was too dangerous. The Michi Saagiig 

would portage from present-day Burlington to the Grand River and travel south to the open water on Lake Erie 

(Kapyrka 2019).  

Gidigaa Migizi accounts that the Michi Saagiig were highly mobile people, travelling vast distances to procure 

subsistence for their people. Their homelands were located between two Confederacies: The Three Fires 

Confederacy to the north and the Haudenosaunee Confederacy to the south. The Three Fires Confederacy is a 

long-standing Anishinaabe alliance of the Ojibwe (or Chippewa), Ottawa (or Odawa), and Potawatomi North 

American Native tribes.  

The oral histories of the Michi Saagiig speak to their people being in this area of Ontario for thousands of years. 

Stories recount the “Old Ones” who spoke an ancient Algonquian dialect. The histories explain that the current 

Ojibwa phonology is possibly the 5th transformation of this language, demonstrating a linguistic connection that 

spans back into deep time.  

Problems arose from the various Nations living in southern Ontario during the 1600s when the European way of 

life was introduced. Newly introduced diseases and episodes of irregular fighting between Nations had a 

devastating impact upon the Indigenous peoples of Ontario, especially the large sedentary villages, which mostly 

include Iroquoian speaking peoples.  

The Michi Saagiig were largely able to avoid the devastation caused by these processes by retreating to their 

wintering grounds to the north.  

Upon return from the north some of the old leaders recognized that it became increasingly difficult to keep the 

peace after the Europeans introduced guns. Gidigaa Migizi recalls that they “still continue to meet, and we still 

continued to have some wampum, which does not mean we negated our territory or gave up our territory – we did 

not do that. We still consider ourselves a sovereign nation despite legal challenges against that. We still view 

ourselves as a nation and the government must negotiate from that basis.”  
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1.3.5 Euro-Canadian Settlement Period 

1.3.5.1 Victoria County 

Following the Toronto Purchase of 1787, today’s southern Ontario was divided into four political districts —

Lunenburg, Mechlenburg, Nassau, and Hesse— all within the old Province of Quebec. These became part of the 

Province of Upper Canada in 1791 with the enacting of the British Constitutional Act, and renamed the Eastern, 

Midland, Home, and Western Districts, respectively. The project area was within the former Nassau District, then 

later the Home District, which originally included all lands between an arbitrary line on the west running north from 

Long Point on Lake Erie to Georgian Bay, and a line on the east running north from Presqu’ile Point on Lake 

Ontario to the Ottawa River. The Home District was later subdivided again in 1802, and by this time the project 

area would reside within the Newcastle District (S.U.C. 1802). Throughout the 1840’s -1860’s, the former District 

and County lines were dissolved, divided or otherwise reorganized multiple times, however after 1841 with the 

creation of the short-lived Colborne District, the project area would fall within the newly created Township of Ops 

(Kirkconnell 1967), which would continue to exist as part of the County of Victoria until 2001 when the county was 

dissolved and reformed as the City of Kawartha Lakes. 

Before their amalgamation into the City of Kawartha lakes in 2001, the Townships of Victoria County consisted of 

12 Townships; Bexley, Carden, Dalton, Eldon, Emily, Fenlon, Manvers, Ops, Mariposa, Somerville, Verulam and 

Laxton, Digby and Longford (Stephenson 2019; Belden 1881). 

Land in the area around the County of Victoria were first offered for sale in 1821 by the Government of Upper 

Canada, with the first settlers to arrive mostly constituting Protestant Irish emigrants from the Irish county of 

Fermanagh (Kirkconnell 1967). Large parts of Ops Township were later settled by Irish Catholics from County 

Cork, Ireland, brought to the area under a British emigration program managed by the Hon. Peter Robinson in the 

1820s Known as the Robinson Immigration. This arrival of over 2000 Irish Catholics by 1825 was a significant 

event in the pioneer settlement of Victoria County (Kirkconnell 1967). As all the good quality farmland was rapidly 

being occupied around the small towns and villages closest to the north shore of the Lake Ontario, new emigrants 

began to search for lands to settle further afield in what would become Victoria County. These adventurous 

settlers headed inland to Ops Township by way of the Scugog River, Trent River, Kawartha Lakes, and portage 

trails, they eventually purchased or rented lands and began clearing the forest for timber and transforming the 

landscape into farmland (Brunger 1972 and 1985). 

1.3.5.2 Ops Township 

The first land grants, and the general early settlement of Ops Township, took place in the southwest corner of the 

township in 1825 by Patrick and John Connel of Ireland, with the greater spread of settlement throughout the 

township soon to follow.  

The 1825 survey of Ops Township was conducted by Colonel Duncan McDonnell, who designated Lots 20 and 

21, Concession 5 as a “townsite” and set aside 400 acres to that explicit purpose. This reserved area would 

become the Town of Lindsay, which was at that time and continues to be the most prominent urban area within 

the former township (Kirkconnell 1967).  

Initially, settlers in Ops Township farmed for subsistence and their farms were largely self-sufficient. The first 

crops grown included grains, clover, spring wheat, oats, turnips, corn, potatoes, and occasionally they made 

maple syrup and maple sugar. Many of the first farmers also raised small flocks of sheep and spun their wool into 

yarn (Carr 1968). Farmers relied on local grist mills to process their grain and the presence of a mill often led to 

an increased density of farming. As mills became central places for new settlement, the first villages were 

established nearby. Omemee, Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Fenelon Falls are all examples of villages that grew up 

around grist mills that drew farmers to settle nearby (Carr 1968:18-20; Kirkconnell 1967:10; Golder 2015). The 
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Town of Lindsay is located on both sides of the Scugog River and made an ideal location for the construction of a 

mill, and one American family began this endeavour which essentially kickstarted the creation of the Village of 

Lindsay. William Purdy and his sons Jesse and Hazard, built a dam and sawmill on the Scugog River that began 

operating in 1830, followed quickly by a grist mill. Four years later in 1834, the lots and streets of the village were 

first plotted by John Houston of Cavan. The death of one of Houston’s assistants, named Lindsay, from an 

accidental gunshot wound to the leg that became infected and his subsequent burial along the riverbank, led to 

the townsite being referred to as “Lindsay” on surveyor’s plans (Kirkconnell 1967).  

1.3.5.3 Town of Lindsay 

The settlement of Lindsay expanded rapidly throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, eventually the Town of 

Lindsay was the economic, social, and recreational center of Ops Township, and an urban hub within Victoria 

County (Kirkconnell 1967; Golder 2015). Between 1818 and 1850, agricultural settlement of the area Victoria 

County and vicinity lead to the transformation of the nearby Town of Peterborough into a market centre (Brunger 

1972; Brunger 1985). While the Town of Lindsay never became the same large market hub as Peterborough, it 

provided a smaller market for local dairy producers in Ops Township, acted as the main service centre, and 

provided a centralized location where locally produced items such as eggs and butter could be brought to the 

stores in town where they could be bartered for imported foods such as sugar and tea (Carr 1968). 

As settlement increased with time, the agricultural market became the driving force for the economy within Ops 

Township. By the middle of the 19th century, subsistence farming within the township was waning and agricultural 

production in Ops Township increased in complexity as farmers diversified and prosperity increased (McInnes 

1984). In addition to sheep and beef cattle, farmers raised dairy cattle, hogs, and poultry (Carr 1968). Farming in 

Ops Township was now supporting secondary industries and was increasingly focused on supplying beef cattle 

and milk to Toronto (Kirkconnell 1967:13). This new market driven agriculture was primarily driven by the 

township becoming increasingly integrated within the larger regional economic system, which eventually lead to 

farms in the area producing significant marketable surpluses. Marvin McInnes notes in his 1984 work Marketable 

Surpluses in Ontario Farming, 1860, that there were three main factors that influenced the size of marketable 

surplus, they include farm size, the length of time since the settlement of the Township, and access to newly 

developed transportation routes and transportation methods. 

1.3.5.4 Project Area 

The project area is located within part of Lot 15, Concession 5, in the Geographic Township of Ops, historical 

County of Victoria. To understand the past land use history of the project area and determine the presence of 

features that indicate archaeological potential, a number of historical maps were reviewed.  

The 1861 Map of the Counties of Northumberland, Durham, Peterborough and Victoria (Caddy 1861) illustrates 

the Crown survey for Ops Township was completed using the Single-Front survey system (Map 2). The system 

produced a square pattern of five 200-acre lots bounded on all four sides by road allowances. Concession road 

were established, and Scugog River is approximately 525 m to the east of the project area.  

The 1877 Historical Atlas Map of the County of Victoria (Patterson 1877) illustrates lot ownership information and 

indicates the project area to have been owned by Timothy Collins (Map 2). There are no historical structures 

illustrated in proximity to the project area on this map; however, this is likely because only the residences of 

subscribers were illustrated. The latter is true here; based on the field survey, a 19th century farmhouse was 

identified approximately 125 m from the project area at 10 Ridgewood Road.  

A review of early 20th century topographic maps reveals the presence of a number of farmhouses and structures, 

including the farmhouse at 10 Ridgewood Road (Map 3). Present-day Angeline Street South and Little Britain 
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roads were improved by this time, but present-day Highway 7 east of Angeline Street South and Little Britain was 

unused. 

A 1954 aerial image shows the project area and surrounding landscape to be rural and under agricultural land 

use. Present-day Highway 7, east of Angeline Street South appears to remain unimproved (Map 4). By 1964, the 

current configuration of Highway 35/ Highway 7 is in place, and Highway 7 south of Angeline Street South is 

improved with a bridge over Scugog River. The project area remained under agricultural land use at this time.  

1.4 Archaeological Context 

1.4.1 Physiography 

The project area is situated within the Peterborough Drumlin Field physiographic region. Chapman and Putnam 

describe the Peterborough Drumlin Field as 

…rolling till plain with an area of about 1750 square miles. Extending from Hastings County in the east to 

Simcoe County in the west, and including the drumlins south of the moraine in Northumberland County, this 

belt contains approximately 3000 good drumlins in addition to many other drumlinoid hills and surface flutings 

of the till sheet. For the most part the rock underlying this region is limestone of the Lindsay and Verulam 

Formations which are somewhat softer and less massive formations than the Gull River Formation. They 

are also highly fossiliferous and disintegrate easily. The drumlins throughout are composed of highly 

calcerous till but there are local differences (Chapman and Putnam 1984:170).  

Potable water is an important resource necessary for any extended human occupation or settlement. As water 

sources have remained relatively stable in Ontario since post-glacial times, proximity to water can be regarded as 

a useful index for the evaluation of archaeological site potential. Hydrological features such as primary water 

sources (i.e., lakes, rivers, creeks, streams) and secondary water sources (i.e., intermittent streams and creeks, 

springs, marshes, swamps) would have helped supply plant and food resources to the surrounding area. The 

project area is located approximately 525 m west of the Scugog River (Map 1 and Map 3). 

The soil within the project area consists entirely of Otonabee loam, which is characterized as having good to 

excessive drainage, moderate to steeply sloping topography, and moderate stony inclusiveness. Soils of the 

Otonabee series are among the most important agricultural soils within Victoria County and are used to grow a 

variety of cash cops however the main crops produced are hay, oats and corn in support of the local beef and 

dairy cattle industry (Gillespie and Richards 1957).  

1.4.2 Registered Archaeological Sites 

The registered archaeological site records maintained by the MHSTCI in the Ontario Archaeological Site 

Database (OASD) were consulted to compile an inventory of archaeological resources.  

A total of 14 archaeological sites are registered within 1 km of the project area (Table 2). One of these sites, 

BbGq-7 (Ambrose) is located approximately 185 m to the northeast of the project area.  
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Table 2: Registered archaeological sites within 1 km of the project area 

Borden 

Number 
Site Name Time Period Affinity Site Type 

Current 

Development 

Review Status 

Registered archaeological sites within 300 m of the project area 

BbGq-7 Ambrose Post-contact, 

Pre-contact 

Indigenous, Euro-

Canadian 

Homestead, 

hunting 

Further CHVI1  

 

Registered archaeological sites > 300 m and ≤ 1 km of the project area 

BbGq-9 - Post-contact Euro-Canadian Findspot No further CHVI 

BbGq-8 - Post-contact Euro-Canadian Findspot No further CHVI 

BbGq-24  Archaic, Early, 

Paleo-Indian, 

Late 

Indigenous findspot - 

BbGq-15 - Pre-contact Indigenous Findspot - 

BbGq-14 - Woodland, 

Middle 

Indigenous Fishing, 

hunting 

Further CHVI 

BbGq-13 - Post-contact, 

Woodland, 

Middle 

Indigenous, Euro-

Canadian 

Fishing, 

hunting 

Further CHVI 

BbGq-12 - Pre-contact Indigenous Scatter - 

BbGq-11 - Pre-contact Indigenous Findspot - 

BbGq-10 - Pre-contact Indigenous Findspot - 

BbGq-20 North Scugog 

Bridge 

Pre-contact Indigenous campsite Further CHVI 

BbGq-21 South Scugog 

Bridge 

Pre-contact Indigenous campsite Further CHVI 

BbGq-22 Curtin Post-contact Euro-Canadian Homestead Further CHVI 

BbGq-23 Bagshaw Post-contact Euro-Canadian Homestead Further CHVI 

1CHVI, Cultural heritage value or interest  

‘-’, information was not available on the OASD. 
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1.4.3 Previous Archaeological Assessments 

A review of previous archaeological assessments undertaken within the limits of the project area or within 50 m 

the project area was completed. No previous archaeological assessments were identified.  

A Stage 1 archaeological assessment for the proposed improvement to Highway 7 (W.P. 69-99-00) from 0.2 Km 

east of the Ops and Mariposa Township boundary to 2.0 km east of County Road 35 in the City of Kawartha 

Lakes was undertaken by C.R. Murphy Archaeological Consulting. The assessed determined parts of the study 

area to have archaeological potential, and a Stage 2 assessment was recommended (C.R. Murphy 

Archaeological Consulting 2001).  

A Stage 2 assessment was subsequently undertaken by C.R. Murphy Archaeological Consulting as part of the 

proposed improvements to: Highway 7 and Highway 35, from 0.9 km west of the junction of Kawartha Lakes Road 

18, easterly to 2.0 km east of the junction of Kawartha Lakes Road 36 (W.P 69-99-00); Highway 7B/35 between 

Highway 7 and Highway 35 junction, and Highway 35 from the Highway 7B junction to north of Colborne Street 

West (W.P. 69-99-00); Highway 35 from Highway 7 southerly for 2.2. km (W.P. 2509-04-00); and, Scugog River 

Bridge rehabilitation and widening (W.P.4264-04-00) in the City of Kawartha Lakes. The Stage 2 assessment 

resulted in the identification of four archaeological sites: BbGq-20, BbGq-21, BbGq-22, and BbGw-23. All four 

sites were determined to have further cultural heritage value or interest and Stage 3 archaeological assessments 

recommended (C.R. Murphy Archaeological Consulting 2005). 

1.4.4 Cultural Heritage Resources 

Per Section 1.3 and 1.4 of the MHSTCI (2011), property listed on a municipal register or designated under the 

Ontario Heritage Act or that is a federal, provincial, or municipal historic landmark or site is indicative of 

archaeological potential. According to the City of Kawartha Lakes Heritage Register, there are no protective or 

listed properties within 300 m of the project area (City of Kawartha Lakes 2020a). 

1.4.5 Cemeteries 

Per Section 1.3 of the MHSTCI (2011), early cemeteries are considered features that indicate archaeological 

potential. No active or registered 19th century cemeteries were identified either in or within 300 m of the project 

area (City of Kawartha Lakes 2020b).  

1.4.6 Existing Conditions 

The project area is located at the southeast corner of the intersection of Highway 35/ Highway 7 and Angeline 

Street South. Highway 35/ Highway 7 is two-lane road with a centre turning lane located directly north of the 

project area, and Angeline Street South, a two-lane road is located directly to the west of the project area. The 

Scugog River is located approximately 525 m to the east of the project area. 

The project area resides primarily within fallow overgrown lands comprised mainly of tall grasses and weeds with 

occasional trees (Image 1 and Image 2). A gravel driveway bisects a part of the project area at the south extent, 

servicing the agricultural fields to the west. The topography of the project area is relatively flat with an average 

elevation of 264 m above sea level.  

1.4.7 Dates of Fieldwork 

The Stage 1 and 2 assessment was undertaken on 12 November 2020. The weather and lighting conditions at the 

time permitted good visibility of all parts of the project area and were conducive to the identification and recovery 

of archaeological resources (Table 3). 
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Table 3: Dates of fieldwork and weather conditions 

Date Temperature Weather Condition 

12 November 2020 8º C Sunny 
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2.0 FIELD METHODS 

This field assessment was conducted in compliance with the MHSTCI (2011). Photographic images of the 

investigation are presented in Section 9.0, while the results are illustrated on Map 5. 

Per Section 1.3.2 of the MHSTCI (2011), the project area was evaluated for extensive disturbance that would 

have removed archaeological potential. According to the MHSTCI (2011), disturbances may include but are not 

limited to: grading below topsoil, quarrying, building footprints, or sewage and infrastructure development. Also, 

the project area was evaluated for physical features of no or low archaeological potential. These usually include 

but are not limited to permanently wet areas, exposed bedrock, and steep slopes (greater than 20o) except in 

locations likely to contain pictographs or petroglyphs, per Section 2.1, Standard 2.a (MHSTCI 2011).  

Disturbance consisting of a gravel driveway was encountered. Based on professional judgement, test pits were 

excavated in this area, which confirmed it to be disturbed Image 3 and Image 4).  

The remainder of the project area, consisting of overgrown vegetation and manicured grassed lawn with 

occasional trees was subjected to a shovel test pit survey at 5 m intervals, per Section 2.1.2 (Image 5 to Image 8). 

Test pits were excavated at least 5 cm into the subsoil unless a cultural feature was encountered. Test pits were 

excavated to within 1 m of disturbances, or until test pits showed evidence of recent ground disturbance. Soil from 

all test pits was screened through a 6 mm hardware mesh to facilitate the identification and recovery of 

archaeological resources. All test pits were examined for stratigraphy, cultural features, and evidence of fill. 

Test pits ranged in depth between 30 to 70 cm, and the general stratigraphy across the project area consisted of 

an organic, dark brown sandy clay-loam topsoil overlaying a grey-brown to orange-brown clay subsoil (Image 9 

and Image 10). Fill inclusions consisting of gravel and asphalt were encountered across the northern extent of the 

project area at varying depths within the topsoil layer in the form of a compact gravel layer and asphalt chunks.  

Disturbances associated with the gravel driveway amounted to approximately 5% of the project area. The 

remainder of the project area, approximately 95% was subjected to test pit survey.  
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3.0 RECORD OF FINDS 

No archaeological resources or sites were identified.  

An inventory of the documentary record generated in the field is provided in Table 4. 

Table 4: Inventory of documentary record 

Document Type Inventory Location 

Field notes 3 pages of field notes Stored digitally on Golder’s network servers.   

Field maps 2 pages of field maps Stored digitally on Golder’s network servers.   

Photographs 85 digital images  Stored digitally on Golder’s network servers.   
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4.0 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 Assessing Archaeological Potential 

Archaeological potential is established by determining whether features or characteristics indicating potential are 

located on or in the vicinity of a project area. Features and characteristics that indicate a potential for 

archaeological resources are defined within Section 1.3.1 of the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant 

Archaeologists (MHSTI 2011:17-18) and include: 

 previously identified archaeological sites 

 water sources: 

▪ primary water sources (e.g., lakes, rivers, streams, creeks) 

▪ secondary water sources (e.g., intermittent streams and creeks; springs; marshes; swamps) 

▪ features indicating past water sources (e.g., glacial lake shorelines indicated by the presence of raised 

sand or gravel beach ridges, relic river or stream channels, shorelines of drained lakes or marshes, and 

cobble beaches) 

▪ accessible or inaccessible shoreline (e.g., high bluffs, swamps or marsh fields by the edge of a lake, 

sandbars stretching into marsh) 

 elevated topography (eskers, drumlins, large knolls, plateaux) 

 pockets of well drained sandy soil, especially near areas of heavy soil or rocky ground 

 distinctive land formations that might have been special or spiritual places, such as waterfalls, rock outcrops, 

caverns, mounds, and promontories and their bases 

 resource areas including: 

▪ food or medicinal plants 

▪ scarce raw minerals (e.g., quartz, copper, ochre or outcrops of chert) 

▪ early Euro-Canadian industry (fur trade, logging, prospecting, mining) 

 areas of early Euro-Canadian settlement including: 

▪ early military or pioneer settlement (e.g., pioneer homesteads, isolated cabins, farmstead complexes) 

▪ early wharf or dock complexes, pioneer churches and early cemeteries 

 early historical transportation routes (e.g., trails, passes, roads, railways, portage routes) 

 property listed on a municipal register or designated under the Ontario Heritage Act or that is a federal, 

provincial or municipal historic landmark or site 

 property that local histories or informants have identified with possible archaeological sites, historical events, 

activities or occupations 

Many of the above features of archaeological potential have a buffer assigned to them, extending the zone of 

archaeological potential beyond the physical feature. The following buffers are commonly accepted by the 
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MHSTCI and specifically indicated in Section 1.4 of the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists 

(MHSTCI 2011:20-21).  

 300 m buffer: previously identified archaeological site; water sources; areas of early Euro-Canadian 

settlement; or locations identified through local knowledge or informants 

 100 m buffer: early historical transportation route 

In the event no buffer is inherently present, potential is restricted to the physical limits or the feature: elevated 

topography, pockets of well-drained sandy soil, distinctive land formations, resources areas, listed or designated 

properties and landmark properties.  

4.1.1 Potential for Archaeological Resources 

Based on the criteria outlined above, the project area was determined to have archaeological potential due to the 

presence or proximity of soil types conducive to human habitation, historical features, and a previously identified 

archaeological site (BbGq-7; Ambrose).  

4.1.2 Archaeological Integrity 

A negative indicator of archaeological potential is extensive below-grade land disturbance. This includes 

widespread earth movement activities that would have removed or relocated any archaeological resources to 

such a degree that their information potential and CHVI has been lost.  

Activities that are recognized to cause sufficient disturbance to remove archaeological potential include: 

quarrying, major landscaping involving grading below topsoil, building footprints, and infrastructure development. 

Activities including agricultural cultivation, gardening, minor grading, and landscaping do not necessarily remove 

archaeological potential (MHSTCI 2011:18). Identified areas of disturbances within the project area include a 

gravel driveway.  

The project area was also evaluated for physical features of no or low archaeological potential. These usually 

include but are not limited to permanently wet areas, exposed bedrock, and steep slopes (greater than 20o) 

except in locations likely to contain pictographs or petroglyphs, per Section 2.1, Standard 2.a (MHSTCI 2011). 

Physical features of no archaeological potential were not encountered within the project area.  

The area of disturbance identified within the project area was considered to not have archaeological potential and, 

as such, was not subject to Stage 2 survey with the exception of an exploratory test pit that was excavated to 

confirm the deep nature of the disturbance (Images 3 and 4; Map 5).  

4.1.3 Stage 2 Archaeological Survey 

Parts of the project area that were identified to retain archaeological potential were subjected to a Stage 2 test pit 

survey (Map 5). The test pit survey was performed in a grid pattern at survey transects of 5 m intervals (Image 1 

to Image 10). Test pits were excavated at least 5 cm into the subsoil which ranged in depth from 30 to 70 cm. 

No archaeological resources or sites were identified.  
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Given the Stage 2 assessment did not identify any archaeological resources, Golder recommends:  

1) No further archaeological assessment of the project area. 

The MHSTCI is asked to review the results and recommendations presented herein and accept this report into the 

Provincial Register of archaeological reports. The MHSTCI is also asked to provide a letter concurring with the 

results presented herein.  
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6.0 ADVICE ON COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATION 

This report is submitted to the Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport as a condition of licensing in accordance 

with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c O.18. The report is reviewed to ensure that it complies 

with the standards and guidelines that are issued by the Minister, and that the archaeological fieldwork and report 

recommendations ensure the conservation, protection and preservation of the cultural heritage of Ontario. When 

all matters relating to archaeological sites within the project area of a development proposal have been addressed 

to the satisfaction of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, a letter will be issue by the ministry stating that 

there are no further concerns with regards to alterations to archaeological sites by the proposed development. 

It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act for any party other than a licenced 

archaeologist to make any alteration to a known archaeological site or to remove any artifact or other physical 

evidence of past human use or activity from the site, until such time as a licenced archaeologist has completed 

archaeological fieldwork on the site, submitted a report to the Minister stating the site has no further cultural 

heritage value or interest, and the report has been filed in the Ontario Public Register of Archaeology Reports 

referred to in Section 65.1 of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be discovered, they may be representative of a new 

archaeological site or sites and therefore subject to Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. The proponent or 

person discovering the archaeological resources must cease alteration of the site immediately and engage a 

licensed consultant archaeologist to carry out archaeological fieldwork, in compliance with Section 48(1) of the 

Ontario Heritage Act. 

The Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c.33, requires that any person discovering or 

having knowledge of a burial site shall immediately notify the police or coroner. It is recommended that the 

Registrar of Cemeteries at the Ministry of Consumer Services is also immediately notified. 

Archaeological sites recommended for further archaeological fieldwork or protection remain subject to Section 48 

(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act and may not be altered, or have artifacts removed from them, except by a person 

holding an archaeological licence. 
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9.0 IMAGES 

 

 

Image 1: View of project area from north extent, looking south. 

 

Image 2: View of central portion of the project area, looking south-southeast. 
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Image 3: Stratigraphy of disturbed test pit over gravel driveway to confirm ground conditions. 

 

Image 4: Stratigraphy of disturbed test pit over gravel driveway to confirm ground conditions. 
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Image 5: Test pit survey at 5 m intervals, looking northwest. 

 

Image 6: Test pit survey at 5 m intervals, looking south. 
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Image 7: Test pit survey at 5 m intervals, looking east. 

 

Image 8: Test survey at 5 m intervals, looking south-southeast. 
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Image 9: Stratigraphy of excavated test pit. 

 

Image 10: Stratigraphy of excavated test pit. 
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Traditional Knowledge – Michi 

Saagiig 

 

 

 



 

 Michi Saagiig Historical/Background context:  
 
The traditional homelands of the Michi Saagiig (Mississauga Anishinaabeg) encompass a 
vast area of what is now known as southern Ontario. The Michi Saagiig are known as “the 
people of the big river mouths” and were also known as the “Salmon people” who occupied 
and fished the north shore of Lake Ontario where the various tributaries emptied into the 
lake. Their territories extended north into and beyond the Kawarthas as winter hunting 
grounds on which they would break off into smaller social groups for the season, hunting 
and trapping on these lands, then returning to the lakeshore in spring for the summer 
months.  
 
The Michi Saagiig were a highly mobile people, travelling vast distances to procure 
subsistence for their people. They were also known as the “Peacekeepers” among 
Indigenous nations. The Michi Saagiig homelands were located directly between two very 
powerful Confederacies: The Three Fires Confederacy to the north and the Haudenosaunee 
Confederacy to the south. They were the negotiators, the messengers, the diplomats and 
successfully mediated peace throughout this area of Ontario for countless generations.  
Michi Saagiig oral histories speak to their people being in this area of Ontario for thousands 
of years. These stories recount the “Old Ones” who spoke an ancient Algonquian dialect. 
The histories explain that the current Ojibwa language is the 5th transformation of this 
language, demonstrating a linguistic connection that spans back into deep time. The Michi 
Saagiig of today are the descendants of the ancient peoples who lived in Ontario during the 
Archaic and Paleo-Indian periods. They are the original inhabitants of southern Ontario, and 
they are still here today.  
 
The traditional territories of the Michi Saagiig span from Gananoque in the east, all along 
the north shore of Lake Ontario, west to the north shore of Lake Erie at Long Point. The 
territory spreads as far north as the tributaries that flow into these lakes, from Bancroft and 
north of the Haliburton highlands. This also includes all the tributaries that flow from the 
height of land north of Toronto like the Oak Ridges Moraine, and all of the rivers that flow 
into Lake Ontario (the Rideau, the Salmon, the Ganaraska, the Moira, the Trent, the Don, 
the Rouge, the Etobicoke, the Humber, and the Credit, as well as Wilmot and 16 Mile 
Crees) through Burlington Bay and the Niagara region including the Welland and Niagara 
Rivers, and beyond. The western side of the Michi Saagiig Nation was located around the 
Grand River which was used as a portage route as the Niagara portage was too dangerous. 
The Michi Saagiig would portage from present-day Burlington to the Grand River and travel 
south to the open water on Lake Erie 
 
Michi Saagiig oral histories also speak to the occurrence of people coming into their 
territories sometime between 800-1000 A.D. seeking to establish villages and a corn 
growing economy – these newcomers included peoples that would later be known as the 
Petun, the Tobacco, the Neutral, and the Huron-Wendat Nations. The Michi Saagiig made 
Treaties with these newcomers and granted them permission to stay with the understanding 
that they were visitors in these lands. Wampum was made to record these contracts, 
ceremonies would have bound each nation to their respective responsibilities within the 
political relationship, and these contracts would have been renewed annually (see Gitiga 
Migizi and Kapyrka 2015). These visitors were extremely successful as their corn economy 



grew as well as their populations. However, it was understood by all nations involved that 
this area of Ontario were the homeland territories of the Michi Saagiig.  
 
The Odawa Nation worked with the Michi Saagiig to meet with the Huron-Wendat, the 
Petun, Neutral, and Tobacco Nations to continue the amicable political and economic 
relationship that existed – a symbiotic relationship that was mainly policed and enforced by 
the Odawa people.  
 
Problems arose for the Michi Saagiig in the 1600s when the European way of life was 
introduced into southern Ontario. Also, around the same time, the Haudenosaunee were 
given firearms by the colonial governments in New York and Albany which ultimately made 
an expansion possible for them into Michi Saagiig territories. There began skirmishes with 
the various nations living in Ontario at the time. The Haudenosaunee engaged in fighting 
with the Huron-Wendat and between that and the onslaught of European diseases, the 
Iroquoian speaking peoples in Ontario were decimated.  
 
The onset of colonial settlement and missionary involvement severely disrupted the original 
relationships between these Indigenous Nations. Disease and warfare had a devastating 
impact upon the Indigenous peoples of Ontario, especially the large sedentary villages, 
which mostly included Iroquoian speaking peoples. The Michi Saagiig were largely able to 
avoid the devastation caused by these processes by retreating to their wintering grounds to 
the north, waiting for the smoke to clear.  
 
Often times, southern Ontario is described as being “vacant” after the dispersal of the 
Huron-Wendat peoples in 1649 (who fled east to Quebec and south to the United States). 
This is misleading as these territories remained the homelands of the Michi Saagiig Nation.  
 
The Michi Saagiig participated in eighteen treaties from 1781 to 1923 to allow the growing 
number of European settlers to establish in Ontario. Pressures from increased settlement 
forced the Michi Saagiig to slowly move into small family groups around the present day 
First Nations of the Williams Treaties.  
 

 



Michi Saagiig Elder Gitiga Migizi (2017) recounts:  
“We weren’t affected as much as the larger villages because we learned to paddle away for 
several years until everything settled down. And we came back and tried to bury the bones 
of the Huron but it was overwhelming, it was all over, there were bones all over – that is our 
story.  
 

There is a misnomer here, that this area of Ontario is not our traditional territory and that we 
came in here after the Huron-Wendat left or were defeated, but that is not true. That is a big 
misconception of our history that needs to be corrected. We are the traditional people, we 
are the ones that signed treaties with the Crown. We are recognized as the ones who 
signed these treaties and we are the ones to be dealt with officially in any matters 
concerning territory in southern Ontario.  
 
We had peacemakers go to the Haudenosaunee and live amongst them in order to change 
their ways. We had also diplomatically dealt with some of the strong chiefs to the north and 
tried to make peace as much as possible. So we are very important in terms of keeping the 
balance of relationships in harmony.  
 
Some of the old leaders recognized that it became increasingly difficult to keep the peace 
after the Europeans introduced guns. But we still continued to meet, we still continued to 
have some wampum which doesn’t mean we negated our territory or gave up our territory – 
we did not do that. We still consider ourselves a sovereign nation despite legal challenges 
against that. We still view ourselves as a nation and the government must negotiate from 
that basis.”  The Michi Saagiig have always been in Southern Ontario, and they remain here 
to this day. 
 
**This historical context was prepared by Gitiga Migizi, a respected Elder and Knowledge 
Keeper of the Michi Saagiig nation.**  

 
Publication reference:  
Gitiga Migizi and Julie Kapyrka  
2015 Before, During, and After: Mississauga Presence in the Kawarthas. In Peterborough 

Archaeology, Dirk Verhulst, editor, pp.127-136. Peterborough, Ontario: Peterborough Chapter of 

the Ontario Archaeological Society. 
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